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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This Planning Statement has been prepared by Barton Willmore on behalf of Aberdeen 

Harbour Board (‘AHB’) to support an application for Planning Permission in Principle (‘PPP’) 

proposed at land at Nigg Bay, Aberdeen (including land at Walker Park, St Fittic ks and 

Gregness) (‘the Site’) for:  

“National development comprising construction of new infrastructure to facilitate the 

creation of a new deep water harbour, including new roads, parking and means of access, 

temporary construction and fabrication areas and other associated development which may 

include public realm areas, paths, lighting and signage ” (‘the proposed development’) . 

1.2 The proposed development forms part of the Aberdeen Harbour Expansion Project (‘AHEP’)  

which seeks to expand the operations of the existing harbour at Aberdeen into Nigg Bay. 

The development components associated within the AHEP include the following: 

Harbour Related Works / Works within the Marine Environment: 

 Formation of quays and hard standings; 

 Laydown areas; 

 Internal access roads;  

 Construction of two breakwaters; 

 Dredging;  

 Navigation lights; and 

 Monopiles/spar buoys to define the limits of safe navigation at the south of the bay .   

Works required to Facilitate the Harbour: 

 Provision/realignment of roads;  

 Temporary construction/site establishment areas; and  

 Off-road cycle path improvements.   

THE APPLICANT  

1.3 In 1961 Aberdeen Harbour became a Trust Port. A Trust Port is a statutory body run by an 

independent board; it is not controlled by a local authority and it is not a private business. 

Under the Aberdeen Harbour Order Confirmation Act 1960, as amended, AHB are responsible 

for the administration, maintenance and improvement of the port and to ensure its 

continued prosperity. Within the designated port limits, the 1960 Act gives AHB control over 

the carrying out of offshore works, and affords permitted development rights for certain 
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onshore works. The port limits extend two nautical miles north of the mouth of the River 

Dee and one quarter of a mile south.  

1.4 AHB’s 2014-15 Annual Review ‘Building for Growth ’ (page 1) states that AHB’s vision is ‘to 

be a major, commercially successful and sustainable Trust Port, integral to the north -east 

of Scotland’s transport infrastructure and providing an increasingly significant contribution 

to its economic growth’. Over the years AHB have kept pace with client demand through the 

maximisation of available space; however, the port has been operating at or near capacity 

for several years, with vessels frequently queuing outside the harbour awaiting available 

berths and the port limited in its ability to accommodate the trend for larger vessels, 

requiring longer deep water quays and a larger turning circle.  

DOCUMENT STRUCTURE 

1.5 This Planning Statement provides a detailed description of the Site and its immediate 

surroundings; identifies the works associated with the overall AHEP (but then identifies 

those aspects pertaining solely to the application for PPP); provides a review of the current 

planning policy context; and then assesses the proposed development against the provisions 

of the Development Plan, National Planning Framework 3 (NPF3) and other material 

considerations.   

1.6 This Planning Statement forms part of the planning application package which includes the 

following: 

 Planning application forms and certificates;  

 Application drawings including:  

- General Location Plan (Aerial) (Reference: Acad 01/1); 

- Application Site Boundary Plan (Reference: Acad 01/2); 

- Consents Context Plan (Reference: Acad 01/3); 

- Proposed Site Layout Plan (Indicative) (Reference: Acad 01/4 – Sheets 1 and 2);  

- Proposed Road Layout/Realignment Plan (Reference: Acad 01/5);  

 Pre-application Consultation Report; 

 Design & Access Statement; 

 Environmental Statement; and 

 Supporting Appendices.   
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1.7 This Report will be structured into the following sections:  

Chapter 2: Proposed Development and its Role in the Delivery of the AHEP – 

Provides a review of the existing site and immediate surroundings.  It then provides a review 

of the three consenting regimes - PPP, Harbour Revision Order (‘HRO’) and Marine Licence 

(‘ML’) - that require authorisation to facilitate the development of the AHEP and discusses 

the supporting Environmental Impact Assessment (‘EIA’).  Finally, it sets out those 

development components associated with the AHEP and, critically, the proposed 

development pertaining solely to this appl ication for PPP;   

Chapter 3: Background Context – Provides a review of the applicable policy 

documentation identifying the strategic need for the AHEP, the suitability of the proposed 

expansion at Nigg Bay and it ability to deliver national planning prior ities within all levels of 

the national planning policy frameworks;  

Chapter 4: Public Engagement – Provides a summary of the pre-application consultation 

activity undertaken by AHB to publicise the proposed development and engage with the 

local community prior to submission of the PPP application;  

Chapter 5: Planning Policy Context – Identifies the applicable Development Plan and 

supporting planning policy context relevant to the proposed development ;   

Chapter 6: Planning Policy Assessment – Provides a detailed assessment of the 

proposed development against the Development Plan, supporting planning policy context 

and the applicable material considerations to identify compliance with the aforementioned 

documentation; and  

Chapter 7: Conclusions – Summarises the key planning considerations and demonstrates 

that the proposed development complies with the Development Plan and other material 

considerations and should therefore be supported.  
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2.0 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AND ITS ROLE IN THE DELIVERY OF THE 

AHEP 

SITE AND SURROUNDS 

The Site 

2.1 The AHEP site is located at Nigg Bay, approximately 0.8 km to the south east of the Aberdeen 

city centre and the existing harbour. The AHEP Site is shown within the General Location 

Plan (Aerial) (Reference: Acad 01/1) and comprises: the marine area within Nigg Bay - to 

accommodate marine related works; land directly to the west of the bay - to accommodate 

inland harbour related works; and a linear, stretch of land running between Girdleness 

headland and the Coast Road/Hareness Road Junction - to accommodate works that would 

facilitate the development of the proposed harbour.  

2.2 The Application Site Boundary Plan for this PPP Application (Reference: Acad 01/2) 

comprises the latter 30ha linear stretch of inland coastline at Nigg Bay that includes: 

 Land to the north of the Greyhope Road/Coast Road/St Fitticks Road junction (beyond 

the informal golf practice area);   

 Land to the north of Greyhope road, until it meets Balnagask Golf Course;  

 Land directly to the east of St Fitticks Church and St Fitticks Community Park;  

 The northern Girdleness headland, including Walker Park;  

 The southern Gregness headland, including parts of Loirston Country Park (excluding 

the Gregness coastguard station and communications masts);  

 Land directly to the east of the Coast Road (south of the Nigg Wastewater Treatment 

Plant to the Coast Road Bridge); and  

 Land on either side of the Coast Road, travelling south until it meets the junction of 

Hareness Road (approximately).   

Surrounding Environment 

2.3 To the west, the Site is bounded by St Fitticks Church - a Scheduled Monument and Category 

B Listed Building. The east coast mainline railway line also runs along part of the Site’s 

western boundary. The Nigg Bay Waste Water Treatment Plan and St Fitticks Community 

Park are also located to the west of the Site. Further south lies the former Ness Landfill 

Site, Loirston Country Park and Doonies Farm, which both lie to the west of the Site.   
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2.4 To the north of the Site lies the Balnagask Golf Course and Greyhope Bay beyond. A small 

number of residential properties are situated at Girdleness lighthouse and are located within 

the north eastern section of the Site boundary.   

2.5 To the east of the Site lies Nigg Bay, comprising rocky cliffs, shingle, scattered rock and 

headlands that slope down to the shore leading to the North Sea. It also comprises the 

remainder of Loirston Country Park.  

2.6 The Site also abuts, and is intersected by, the Coast Road, St Fittick’s Road and Greyhope 

Road.  

2.7 The Coastal Path (Core Path 78) abuts, and intersects, the Site, providing recreational 

walking tracks along the coast. The Coast Road also forms part of the national cycle network. 

WHY IS THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED 

2.8 The delivery of the AHEP is a multi-faceted process insofar as it requires three different 

consent applications (including terrestrial and marine approvals ), all of which are interlinked 

and require authorisation prior to the construction and operation of the AHEP.  

2.9 Specifically, the AHEP requires applications to be submitted, and approved, for PPP, HRO 

and ML.   

2.10 Although not directly relevant to this application for PPP, a summary of the three consenting 

approaches and the development components to which the respective scheme relates is 

identified below in addition to an overarching EIA that has been prepared to support 

applications for all three consenting regimes.  
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Figure 1– The Three Consenting Regimes Required for the Delivery of the AHEP 

PLANNING PERMISSION IN PRINCIPLE 

2.11 As outlined above, excluding the works that can be delivered through other permitted 

development mechanisms under the terms of the General Permitted Development Order 

(GPDO), the following development components form the basis of the application for PPP.  

 PPP Application:  

- This relates to all inland non-harbour related development components (within the 

PPP boundary but outwith the HRO boundary) and not subject to permitted 

development rights. This includes the construction of new infrastructure to facilitate 
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the creation of the harbour itself, including new/realigned roads, temporary 

construction areas and off-road cycle track improvements.   

HARBOUR REVISION ORDER  

2.12 Importantly, the proposed development subject to this PPP application is expressly required 

to facilitate the provision of the AHEP to be approved under the HRO and ML processes 

respectively. An HRO, approved under the Harbours Act 1964, is required for all harbour 

related works and for the operation of the AHEP. Accordingly, an HRO application has been 

submitted to Scottish Ministers via Transport Scotland seeking consent to construct and 

maintain works associated with the operation of the proposed AHEP. 

2.13 Similar to the PPP process, HRO applications include a consultation period (albeit t his is 

only 42 days in the context of the HRO) during which the public and consultees can make 

representations on the HRO application. ACC are a statutory consultee and will be required 

to provide a response to the HRO process within this timescale, likely  to be the middle of 

December 2015. If Transport Scotland (TS) is minded to approve the application then a 

parliamentary approval process would be required before the Order could be made  by the 

Parliament towards end of 2016.  

Development Components Associated with the HRO Application:  

2.14 As outlined above, the HRO application would include all harbour related development 

components (within the HRO boundary) including: dredging and the formation of 

breakwaters, quays and other associated development. Full details of all proposed 

development components associated within the HRO are outlined shown within the Consents 

Context Plan (Reference: Acad 01/3).   

MARINE LICENCE 

2.15 Applications for ML are also required to be submitted and approved prior to the operation 

of the AHEP. Accordingly, ML applications have been submitted to the Marine Scotland 

Licensing Operations Team (MS-LOT) for the construction of the marine works, and for the 

capital dredging and disposal activity. Determination timescales for the ML application is 

likely to be circa 3 months, however, this can be longer in instances of particularly complex 

or sensitive proposals or where there are unresolved objections to the application.  

2.16 In accordance with the Marine Licensing (Pre-application Consultation) (Scotland) 

Regulations 2013, pre-application consultation exhibitions were carried out to allow 
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communities and other stakeholders to consider and comment on the proposed 

development. This included advertisement of this event 6 week prior to the events. A pre -

application consultation report has also been prepared to accompany the ML applications. 

Please refer to Chapter 3 of this Report for further discussion on the public consultation 

approaches undertaken in line with this application for PPP.  

Development Components Associated with the Marine Licence Applications: 

2.17 In line with the summary above, the ML applications would include all marine related 

development components (within the ML boundary) below the mean high water springs (i.e. 

the highest level reached by the sea at high tide) including dredging  and disposal, land 

reclamation and the construction of breakwaters and quays.  

2.18 Please refer to the Consents Context Plan (Reference: Acad 01/3) for further details on the 

proposed development components associated within the ML application.  

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) 

2.19 In line with the Town and Country Planning (Environment Impact Assessment Regulations) 

(Scotland) Regulations 2011 (‘EIA Regulations’), Marine Works (Environmental Impact 

Assessment) Regulations 2007 (as amended by The Marine Works (Environmental Impact 

Assessment) (Amendment) Regulations 2011) and Schedule 3 of the Harbours Act 1964 - 

the three consenting approaches would be subject to a requirement to provide an EIA.  

2.20 A formal EIA Scoping Opinion was provided by TS, on behalf of ACC, MS and TS on 10 

January 2014. This Opinion set out those works required to be provided within the 

supporting Environmental Statement (‘ES’). In summary, this opinion (page 3) indicated that 

the foregoing chapters were ‘mostly sufficient but will need to be clarified in certain areas’ . 

2.21 Accordingly, an ES has been prepared to support all three consenting mechanisms. This 

document provides a comprehensive overarching assessment of all development 

components within all three consents, rather than breaking it down into the constituent 

parts. This allows for holistic assessment of the potential environmental effects on sensitive 

receptors and identification of potential mitigation measures in order to ascertain the overall 

impact of the proposed AHEP at Nigg Bay.  

2.22 The ES has been prepared by a range of technical experts and includes chapters on:  

Chapter 1: Introduction to the Proposed Development; 
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Chapter 2: Site Selection and Alternatives; 

Chapter 3: Description of the Development; 

Chapter 4: Planning and Legislation; 

Chapter 5: Environmental Impact Assessment Process;  

Chapter 6: Marine Physical Environment; 

Chapter 7: Marine Water and Sediment Quality; 

Chapter 8: Flood Risk and Surface Water; 

Chapter 9: Ground Conditions and Contamination;  

Chapter 10: Nature Conservation; 

Chapter 11: Terrestrial Ecology; 

Chapter 12: Benthic Ecology; 

Chapter 13: Fish and Shellfish Ecology; 

Chapter 14: Marine Ornithology; 

Chapter 15: Marine Mammals. 

Chapter 16: Socio-economics; 

Chapter 17: Seascape, Landscape and Visual Effects;  

Chapter 18: Traffic and Transport; 

Chapter 19: Air Quality; 

Chapter 20: Terrestrial Noise and Vibration; 

Chapter 21: Shipping and Navigation; 

Chapter 22: Commercial Fishing; 

Chapter 23: Other Users; 

Chapter 24: Archaeology and Cultural Heritage; 

Chapter 25: Summary of Environmental Impact Assessment;  and 

Chapter 26: Outline Environmental Management Plan. 

2.23 Importantly, it should be noted that many of these chapters go beyond the scope 

of the assessment required to support this application for PPP, however, it has 

been agreed with ACC and other statutory authorities that a single comprehensive 

EIA would be undertaken to support all three consenting approaches.  

2.24 In light of the above, Chapter 6 of this Planning Statement (Planning Policy Assessment) 

includes summaries of the relevant EIA findings and the proposed mitigation measures  

relative to the proposed works associated within this PPP application – to demonstrate that 

the proposed development complies with the relevant planning policy context.  
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

AHEP: Overall Development Associated With All Three Consenting Regimes  

2.25 An extensive range of development components are associated with the overall AHEP and 

these are required to be approved under three separate but interrelated consenting regimes 

including applications for the PPP, HRO and ML. (Please refer to Chapter 3 for further details 

on each regime).   

2.26 A summary of the development components associated with the overall AHEP is provided 

below (covering all three consenting regimes). This includes:  

 Dredging;  

 Navigation lights, spar buoys; 

 Breakwaters - Two breakwaters each over 600 metres long to the north and south of 

the Bay;  

 Quays - Construction of 1,400 linear metres of quays, laydown areas and internal access 

roads including:  solid quay, open quay and paved backup areas (140,000 square metres 

of working space); 

 Other associated development components (i.e. fencing; lighting, site entrance and 

parking, water and fuel storage, substations, associated buildings and other associated 

works);  

 Other marine related components;  

 Highways realignment;  

 Temporary construction/site establishment areas; and  

 Off-road cycle path improvements.  

2.27 Critically, the development components listed above are associated with all three 

consenting regimes (PPP, HRO and ML), however, only certain aspects form part 

of the application for PPP.  

2.28 Please refer to the following section for further discussion on the development 

aspects which are part of this PPP application.     
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DEVELOPMENT COMPONENTS WHICH ARE PART OF THIS APPLICATION FOR PPP  

2.29 For the avoidance of doubt, this application for PPP seeks consent only for the following 

development components, which are detailed on the Proposed Site Layout (Indicative) Plan 

(Reference Acad 01/4 Sheets 1 and 2):  

1) Highways Realignment  

 Realignment of the Coast Road, Greyhope Road and St Fittick’s junction located to the 

north-west of the proposed harbour insofar as it relates to:  

- Coast Road - New northern section of Coast Road (as diverted); and  

- Greyhope Road - New south west section of Greyhope Road (as diverted).   

 A detailed description of the proposed works is presented below.  

Coast Road 

 The Coast Road to St Fittick’s Road corridor would be realigned over a distance of 

approximately 280m. Currently both roads meet at the Greyhope Road junction, where 

the major road has a relatively tight bend with inside corner radius of 12m. The corridor 

realignment would involve enlarging the inside radius to a minimum of 175m. The 

corridor would also be widened in order to enable  safe access to the new harbour.  

 Potential for resurfacing and verge works of existing road(s) to facilitate road 

improvements – however it should be noted that such works would be required to be 

agreed by ACC’s Roads Department and, if applicable, are likely to be confirmed through 

the approval of relevant applications for Approval of Maters Specified in Conditions 

(AMSC). Alternatively, such works may be undertaken under the relevant highways 

legislation where work can be undertaken by ACC as the Roads Authority without 

requiring planning approval.  

Greyhope Road 

 Greyhope Road would be realigned over a distance of approximately 310m so that it is 

repositioned further north from its current alignment. The road realignments would lead 

to the Coast Road/St Fittick’s Road/Greyhope Road junction being repositioned 

approximately 150m north-west from its current location.  

 This relocated junction would be subject to detailed design approval. The junction would 

be within a 30mph zone whereby 2.4m x 43m visibi lity splays are applicable. 

Nevertheless, enhanced visibility in excess of 120m would be achievable in all directions 

via a 4.5m set back distance for vehicles exiting Greyhope Road. Forward visibility in 

excess of 120m would also be available for right turning vehicles entering Greyhope 

Road, reflective of splays appropriate for 40mph design speeds.  
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2) Potential Temporary Construction/Site Establishment Areas:  

Three potential temporary construction and site establishment  areas in the form of offices, 

welfare facilities, storage, concrete batching facilities (or similar) would be required to allow 

for the preparation/production of materials used in the formation of the breakwaters, quays 

and piers etc. associated with the construction of the wider AHEP. Given that their final 

location has yet to be determined, these potential temporary construction areas could be 

situated within the following locations: 

 St Fitticks – On land to the north of the new Greyhope Road junction with St Fitticks 

Road and on land directly to the west of the new Coast Road realignment, to the west 

of the northern section of the proposed West Quay.  

 Girdleness – On land at Walker Park, parts of Greyhope Road and land to the south of 

Greyhope Road.  

 Gregness - On land directly to the north and south of the proposed southern breakwater 

access road on the southern headland, to the east of Coast Road. 

2.30 Further details of the temporary construction and site establishment areas can be found 

within the Proposed Site Layout Plan (Indicative) Plan (Reference: Acad 01/4)  

2.31 Upon completion of construction works, these temporary site establishments would no 

longer be required and the land would be reinstated as agreed with ACC .  

2.32 Whilst the above sets out the key components associated with the proposed development, 

the Proposed Site Layout (Indicative) Plan (Reference: Drawing Acad 01/4 Sheet 1) has 

been aligned to provide flexibility to accommodate (potential) consequential works in the 

event that ACC require alterations and/or improvements to infrastructure and/or other areas 

within the aforementioned Site boundary.  

3) Off-road Cycle Path Improvements: 

 The proposed cycle path improvements include:  

o The provision of a new off-road section of cycle path to the east of the railway 

line, parallel to Coast Road between Hareness Road and the railway bridge.  

2.33 Further details relating to the proposed cycle path improvements are shown within the 

Proposed Site Layout (Indicative) Plan (Reference: Acad 01/4 Sheet 2).  
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2.34 Critically, it should be noted that this application for PPP and the assessment set 

out within this Planning Statement are restricted to the impacts of the proposed 

development components as set out above. That is: 

1. Highways realignment;  

2. Temporary construction/Site establishment areas; and  

3. Off-road cycle path improvements.   

2.35 Whilst inter-related in terms of the AHEP, the remaining elements of the AHEP (i.e. marine 

elements and main harbour components) will be assessed and consented through statutory 

applications for HRO and ML which will be determined by TS and MS respectively. 
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3.0 BACKGROUND CONTEXT 

SUPPORTING BACKGROUND DOCUMENTATION  

3.1 The National Renewable Infrastructure Plan (N-RIP), prepared by Scottish Enterprise (N-

RIP Stage 1 January 2010 and Stage 2 July 2010) , identifies Aberdeen Harbour as a key 

port to support recognised growth in the renewables industry with a particular focus on 

distributed manufacturing and operation/maintenance. This document recognises that the 

physical restrictions associated within the existing harbour to some wide beam vessels.   

3.2 ‘Case for Growth’ builds on this document and was published in September 2012 by AHB. 

This document assessed options that would further secure Aberdeen Harbour as Europe’s 

leading marine support centre for the offshore energy sector and principal commercial port 

serving the north east of Scotland. The physical constraints with the existing port were 

identified, given its city centre location and lack of deep water facilities. Despite this, it was 

found that the port plays a critical role in contributing toward both the Aberdeen and 

Scottish Economies and that sustained activity and growth would be essential to the 

maintenance of the local and national economy. 

3.3 ‘Directions for Growth’ was also prepared by AHB in 2012. This document builds on the Case 

for Growth, identifying options for the future expansion of harbour facilities at various 

locations, including the existing harbour, North Beach, South of Cove Bay and Nigg Bay (the 

preferred option). Each option was subject to a comprehensive testing process and was 

considered against a matrix of environmental, physical, social and economic criteria to 

determine its suitability, viability and physical deliverability for the AHEP.  

3.4 Overall, having assessed the other alternative options available, it was clear that Nigg Bay 

offered the greatest scope to deliver the AHEP with the lowest environmental and traffic 

impact whilst also providing opportunities for regeneration of nearby communities and areas 

such as Torry, Altens and East Tullos. 

A PLAN LED APPROACH  

Introduction   

3.5 The plan led approach to planning within Scotland requires determination of planning 

applications in accordance within the Development Plan unless material considerations 

indicate otherwise. In this regard, the Development Plan presents the spatial development 
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framework at the Regional and Local levels through Strategic Development Plans (‘SDPs’) 

and Local Development Plans (‘LDPs’) respectively. Such documents seek to influence, 

control and shape strategic planning priorities within their respective level. At the national 

level, National Planning Framework 3 (‘NPF3’) builds on these visions by identifying ‘national’ 

development priorities within Scotland. In this instance, the AHEP is expressly identified as 

one such project.  

Planning Hierarchy 

3.6 The planning hierarchy is also at the heart of Scotland’s planning system. That is , three 

categories of developments to which planning applications will be allocated including: 

national developments; major developments; and local developments. Within this context, 

a hierarchy also exists in planning policy terms at the National Level (NPF3 - which seeks 

to deliver national development priorities), Regional level (ASDP - seeking to deliver regional 

priorities within Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire and the wider area) and the Local level (ALDP and 

PALDP - seeking to provide local development priorities within Aberdeen City). The figure 

below seeks to demonstrate this interrelationship.  

Figure 2 – The Planning Hierarchy  

3.7 This hierarchy, and the delivery of its relative components will, as stated within Circular 

5/2009 (Paragraph 2) ‘help deliver Scottish Minister’s aim that the planning system should 

respond in a more proportionate and efficient way to proposals that come before it... and 

will ensure that applications are dealt with in an appropriate way to their scale and 

complexities’.  
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Recognised Need and Consultation at Every Stage of the Planning Process  

3.8 This plan led system has influenced the delivery of the AHEP. Specifically, consideration has 

been afforded to the aforementioned planning policy frameworks at every level. That is, the 

inclusion of the AHEP was sought by AHB within national, regional and local planning policy 

contexts (i.e. NPF3, ASDP and ALDP respectively) prior to submission of this application for 

PPP. This position was considered by the relevant authorities and all documents underwent 

rigorous consultation in accordance with the statutory requirements.  

3.9 Following this process, it was found that there was a desire for growth of the harbour at all 

levels given that it would be fundamental to the implementation of long term economic 

prosperity within the north east and the wider Scottish economy. Accordingly, consideration 

and subsequent inclusion of the AHEP was undertaken within all respective documents given 

its extensive support and its critical role in stimulating wider economic development 

opportunities.  

National Significance 

3.10 NPF3 was published by the Scottish Government in June 2014 and represents the top tier 

of Scotland’s planning hierarchy . At a national level, Scottish Ministers expect planning 

decisions to support its delivery. Where a development is classed as a ‘National 

Development’, the need for the development is established and whilst this suggests that the 

principle and acceptability of the proposed development in land use planning terms is not 

under question, it is made clear that planning permission (and any associa ted consents) will 

still be required. As such, NPF3 focusses consideration on creating acceptable outcomes 

that can support, but also regulate, such national priorities.  

3.11 Under Project 13 Section 2b (page 79) of NPF3, the proposed harbour at Nigg Bay is 

designated as a nationally significant development and its role in supporting the growth of 

deep-water harbour facilities is identified as follows:  

‘13. Aberdeen Harbour is a nationally-important facility which supports the oil and gas 

sector, provides international and lifeline connections and makes a significant contribution 

to the wider economy of the north east. Expansion of the harbour is required to address 

current capacity constraints, and to consolidate and expand its role. We expect development  

proposals for this to come forward in the lifetime of NPF3, including new harbour facilities 

and onshore transport links’.  
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3.12 Although the scope of this PPP application is minimal - in that it only seeks 

consent for highways realignment, temporary construction/site establishment 

areas and off-road cycle path improvements - these works are expressly identified 

within Project 13 Section 2b of NPF3 (below). Accordingly, by virtue of the fact 

that the proposed development would facilitate the provision of the AHEP – such 

works are defined as a ‘National development’.  

Figure 3 - NPF3 - Aberdeen Harbour (Nigg Bay) Designation 

 

3.13 Within this document, it is considered that the expansion of Aberdeen Harbour would 

strengthen its key role in supporting the economy of the north east, and the wider Scottish 

Economy, in addition to providing continued improvements to infrastructure.  

3.14 This document identifies Aberdeen Harbour as a multi -functional seaport, providing berthing 

and handling facilities for passengers, freight, oil and gas and other sectors. Given that 

there are capacity constraints within the existing harbour , expansion of Aberdeen Harbour 

is seen as a key gateway and a national ly important development for Scotland.  
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3.15 NPF3 goes further to identify the expansion of Aberdeen Harbour as a ‘National 

development’ and Nigg Bay as the preferred development option. 

3.16 In land use planning terms, this designation effectively establishes the need for 

the AHEP at Nigg Bay and sets the baseline from which options for wider economic 

growth can stem.  

Regional Priority 

3.17 In relation to the harbour, the ASDP (paragraph 3.20, page 14) requires that investigation 

be undertaken to ascertain how growth of the harbour can be accommodated. This Plan was 

consulted upon and such priorities were supported and taken forward into 

policy. Accordingly, the strategic need for this facility is reiterated at the regional level. 

Whilst discussions centre on its city centre location, future growth on a different site (as is 

now the case) is considered, as is its ability to achieve wider infrastructure goals in line 

within the National Renewable Infrastructure Plan.  

3.18 The proposed works associated within this PPP application would enable the expansion of 

the harbour and realise the delivery of a strategic facility within Nigg Bay. Consequently, 

the proposed development complies with the strategic intent of the ASDP’s and should allow 

for the realisation of regional priorities to support the harbour’s growth.  

Local Support 

3.19 At the local level, the ALDP identifies the harbour as a vital hub , providing a key service for 

the region and a use that should be protected. Policy BI4 goes on to state a presumption in 

favour of development associated with the harbour. Whilst this relates to the existing 

harbour, the thrust of this policy support seeks to retain the operation of this facility within 

Aberdeen and it translates that the protection of this facility - albeit, in this instance, an 

expansion into Nigg Bay - is generally supported and sought within the ALDP.  

3.20 The PALDP builds on this position, supporting the AHEP and recognising its importance to 

facilitate a ‘trade gateway’ for the oil and gas industry. Given its recent publication, this 

document includes support for the Harbour’s expansion into Nigg Bay under Policy B5.  

Statutory consultation was associated with the preparation of this document and this policy 

position was not challenged, rather it was supported. This policy includes a ‘presumption in 

favour’ of harbour infrastructure/ancillary uses  which is explicitly proposed under this 

allocation. The proposed development therefore facilitates the delivery of strategic 

development priorities within this document.  
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3.21 In light of the above, it should be noted that statutory consultation on each plan 

has been undertaken and respective policies have been supported by the relevant 

authorities and put in place to encourage the AHEP. Accordingly, the need for, and 

principle of, the proposed development in land use planning terms is clearly 

established and has unanimous support at national, regional and local level – 

complying with all relevant policy objectives. As a result, the proposed 

development would facilitate the construction of the AHEP - itself, defined as a 

national development priority at Nigg Bay.  
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4.0 PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 

Context 

4.1 AHB have been committed to undertaking extensive public consultation with key 

stakeholders and members of the public during a comprehensive pre -application process.  

4.2 Further details in relation to consultation approaches undertaken with respect to the 

proposed development are outlined below and include, firstly, consultation with ACC and, 

secondly, consultation with stakeholders, Community Councils and members of the public.  

4.3 Further detail on community engagement and pre-application consultation is set out within 

the Pre-application Consultation ( ‘PAC’) Report which accompanies this PPP application.    

4.4 Importantly, and in line within the plan led system in Scotland, it should be noted that 

rigorous consultation has also been undertaken by the relevant authorities/the Scottish 

Government on NPF3, the ASDP and the PALDP, including those policies supporting the 

harbour’s expansion.  

CONSULTATION WITH ACC AND STATUTORY CONSULTEES 

4.5 Various forms of consultation have been undertaken within ACC over the course of the pre-

application process, as summarised below.   

a) Submission of Proposal of Application Notice (PAN) – July 2015  

 A PAN was submitted to ACC on 6 July 2015 informing AHB’s intention to submit an 

application for PPP for the proposed development (Refer to Appendix 3). The PAN also 

set out the proposed engagement strategy to be undertaken prior to submission of the 

PPP application. In an email dated 27  July 2015, ACC confirmed that they were satisfied 

with the PAN and details provided (Refer to Appendix 4).    

b) Aberdeen City Council Pre-Application Forum – October 2015 

 Following the submission of the PAN, AHB were invited to attend ACC’s Pre-Application 

Forum – a Committee designed to provide members of the Planning Committee with an 

opportunity to view pre-application proposals for major and national planning 

applications due to be submitted to ACC.  

 This provided AHB with an opportunity to present the proposed development to the 

committee, and importantly, afforded opportunities for Councillors to ask questions in 

relation to the proposed development.  
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c) Pre-Application Meetings and Workshops with ACC and Key Regulators – 

Ongoing (20105)  

 During the Pre-application process, a number of pre-application meetings took place 

with officers from ACC’s planning team in relation to the content and structure of the  

PPP application to ensure that all considerations were clearly considered prior to the 

submission of the PPP application in November 2015.    

 Furthermore, a series of ‘Regulator Meetings’ were held with key regulatory bodies 

including Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), Scottish Environment Protection Agency 

(SEPA), Scottish Water (SW), TS and MS. These meetings were facilitated by AHB and 

this approach allowed for pre-application discussion on the AHEP and the ability to 

consider the views of each statutory authority prior to submission of respective consent 

applications.   

d) Correspondence to Ward Councillors – September 2015 

 An email was sent to each ward Councillor via ACC’s Communication’s team indicating 

the applicant’s intention to submit this application for PPP, providing further details of 

the proposed development and informing them of the proposed public consultation a nd 

exhibitions due to take place in September.  

CONSULTATION WITH COMMUNITY GROUPS AND MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC  

4.6 In a similar vein to the consultation approach undertaken with ACC, extensive consultation 

has been undertaken with local stakeholders, Community Councils and members of the 

public. This includes:  

a) Public Notices (Local Newspapers) – July 2015 and September 2015 

 In parallel with the PAN submission to ACC, a public notice was placed in the Evening 

Express and the Press and Journal newspapers in July 2015 and September 2015 

outlining Aberdeen Harbour’s intent to submit an application for PPP for the proposed 

development. The adverts also included reference to the HRO and ML applications.  

 This advertisement provided details of the proposed development components 

associated within each consenting regime (PPP, HRO and ML), provided particulars 

relating to the consultation due to take place in September 2015 and outlined where 

members of the public could leave pre-application feedback on the proposed 

development.  
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b) Public Consultation Exhibitions – September 2015   

 AHB were keen to ensure that a range of public consultation events took place to 

maximise public participation and provide genuine opportunities for all members of the 

public to engage in the pre-application process.  

 Given its status as a national development and its strategic importance, AHB were 

acutely aware that there would be a strong interest in this application.   

 Accordingly, four public exhibition sessions were undertaken over the course of a two 

week period between the hours of 10am and 7pm. This  flexible schedule sought to 

provide flexibility for members of the public.   

 Public exhibitions were held as follows:  

- Wednesday 16 September 2015 - Tesco, Wellington Road, Aberdeen, AB12 3DN - 

from 10am-7pm; 

- Thursday 17 September 2015 - Union Square Shopping Centre, Guild Square, 

Aberdeen, AB11 5RG - from 10am-7pm; 

- Wednesday 23 September 2015 - Tesco, Wellington Road, Aberdeen, AB12 3DN - 

from 10am-7pm; and 

- Thursday 24 September 2015 - Union Square Shopping Centre, Guild Square, 

Aberdeen, AB11 5RG - from 10am-7pm. 

c) Presentations to Community Councils – Ongoing (2015) 

 Discussions with local Community Councils have taken regularly over recent years. 

Primarily this related to consultation associated with the preparation of the Nigg Bay 

Development Framework.  

 However, following submission of the PAN in July 2015, additional presentations were 

undertaken with the local Community Council’s at various stages in the pre-application 

process. This includes attending the following meetings:  

- Torry Community Council: 

o 20 August 2015 – Providing an outline of the proposed development and 

providing details of the three proposed consenting regimes.   

o 15 October 2015 – Outlining details of the proposed development and 

providing a summary of the EIA outcomes.  

- Cove and Altens Community Council: 

o 17 August 2015 – Providing an outline of the proposed development and 

providing details of the three proposed consenting regimes.   
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o 26 October 2015 – Outlining details of the proposed development and 

providing a summary of the EIA outcomes.  

- Nigg Community Council: 

o Whilst offers were made by AHB to attend and present to Nigg Community 

Council during the pre-application consultation period, they did not take up 

this offer due to other pressures within their local area.   

d) Radio Adverts – September 2015 

 In order to maximise attendance at the public exhibitions and inform, radio adverts were 

broadcast as follows:  

 Northsound Radio:  Saturday 12 September to Thursday 24 September.  

 The transcript of the broadcasted advert is presented below:  

 ‘Have you heard about the proposed Aberdeen Harbour Expansion into Nigg Bay? Well, you 

can come along and see what we’re proposing at a series of public exhibitions organised by 

Aberdeen Harbour Board to provide the local community with more information. The 

exhibitions will take place at Tesco on Wellington Road, Aberdeen on Wednesday 16th and 

Wednesday 23rd September between 10am-7pm and at Union Square Shopping Centre on 

Thursday 17th and Thursday 24 th September between 10am-7pm’.  

e) Consultation on Nigg Bay Development Framework – Complete  

 As mentioned above, AHB have worked in partnership with the surrounding community, 

members of the public and its customers in developing the Nigg Bay Development 

Framework on behalf of ACC and Scottish Enterprise. This included extensive 

engagement over the last few years with the local Aberdeen community to discuss:  

- The harbour – recognising its importance in the history and future growth and 

success of the city; 

- Nigg Bay – acknowledging its relevance to the local community wellbeing;  and 

- Localised Issues – noting traffic congestion and potential infrastructure constraints 

being critical issues for consideration within the proposed Development Framework 

whilst also considering potential environmental impacts associated with the 

development of the harbour and any associated infrastructure; and 

- Opportunities that the AHEP would bring to the surrounding area.  

 Consultation events on the Development Framework ran in two phases from August 2014 

to November 2014 and from February 2015 to May 2015 - reaching in excess of 300 

individuals and involved a range of relevant stakeholders and consultation styles. 

Meetings were organised and facilitated with Community Councils, Community 
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Exhibitions took place and there were targeted sessions with businesses, land owners, 

harbour customers and statutory consultees. These consultation events all played a role 

in establishing strategic issues for communities and stakeholders that may be applicable 

to the determination of this application for PPP.  
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5.0 PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

5.1 Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended) requires 

decisions to be determined in accordance with the Development Plan, unless material 

considerations indicate otherwise.  

THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN  

5.2 The current Development Plan for Aberdeen City comprises: 

 The Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (‘ASDP’) 2014; and  

 The Aberdeen City Local Development Plan (2012) (‘ALDP’).  

5.3 The approved Development Plan is currently undergoing a process of review in line with the 

requirements of the Planning (Scotland) etc. Act 2006. In time, it will be replaced by the 

proposed Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (‘ASDP2’) and the Aberdeen 

Local Development Plan 2015 (‘PALDP’).  

5.4 The proposed ASDP2 Main Issues Report is due to be published in August 2016. The 

Proposed Plan is expected to be published in September 2017 with examination expected in 

March 2018 and adoption expected in 2019. 

5.5 The PALDP Proposed Plan was published March 2015 and was subject to public consultation 

until June 2015. Examination of this document is anticipated around November 2015 with 

adoption expected in November 2016.  

5.6 The following chapter sets out the planning policy framework covering the Site, starting 

with national planning policy and guidance, then dealing with the Development Plan policy 

in the form of the ASDP and the ALDP. Given its current progress (beyond Proposed Plan 

stage) the PALDP is also a material consideration in the determination of this application 

and consideration of this document has also been undertaken.  

5.7 Further details on the relevant planning policy is set out in Appendix 1 of this report  which 

sets out the key policies considered relevant to the proposed development. 
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NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT  

5.8 At a national level, planning policy and guidance is provided by Scottish Planning Policy 

(SPP) and a series of Planning Advice Notes (PANs). In this context, the following documents 

are considered to be relevant to the consideration of the proposed development: 

 Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014; and  

 National Planning Framework 3 (NPF3) 2014. 

5.9 In addition to the above national planning policy, a number of PANs form material 

considerations in the determination of this planning application. Further details on each 

document is provided within Appendix 1 of this Planning Statement and include:  

 PAN 51 Planning, Environmental Protection and Regulation (Revised 2006);  

 PAN 60 Planning for Natural Heritage;  

 PAN 65 Planning and Open Space;  

 PAN 75 Planning for Transport;  

 PAN 79 Water and Drainage; 

 PAN 3/2010 Community Engagement;  

 PAN 1/2011 Planning and Noise;  

 PAN 2/2011 Planning and Archaeology;  

 PAN 1/2013 Environmental Impact Assessment; 

 Guide: Transport Assessment and Implementation;  

 Air Quality and Land Use Planning (Policy Guidance); and 

 Online Planning Advice on Flood Risk. 

REGIONAL PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

5.10 At the regional level , the following documents are considered to be material considerations 

in the determination of this application for PPP:  

 PSDP;  

 N-RIP Stage 1 (Jan 2010) and Stage 2 (July 2010); and 

 Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy 2021. 

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2006/09/26152857/0
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2013/08/6471
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/Policy/Subject-Policies/natural-resilient-place/Flood-Drainage/Floodrisk-advice
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LOCAL PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

5.11 At the local level, the following documents are considered to be material considerations in 

the determination of this application for PPP:  

 PALDP 2015; 

 Aberdeen City Local Transport Strategy 2008-2012; 

 Aberdeen City Draft Local Transport Strategy 2015-2020;  

 Aberdeen Air Quality Action Plan 2011; 

 Aberdeen City Council Strategic Infrastructure Plan;  

 Aberdeen City Council Open Space Strategy 2011-2016 and Open Space Audit 2010; 

 Aberdeen City Council Open Space Supplementary Guidance 2011; 

 Aberdeen City Council’s Strategy for Access to the Outdoors 2004; and 

 Aberdeen City Council Draft Nigg Bay Development Framework 2015. 

5.12 Each of these documents will inform the assessment of the proposed development , which 

will help facilitate the AHEP.  

5.13 As stated earlier, relevant planning policy context is presented within Appendix 1 of this 

Report which sets out the key policies which are considered relevant to the proposed 

development.  
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6.0 PLANNING POLICY ASSESSMENT 

6.1 This section provides a detailed assessment of the proposed development against the  above 

national, regional and local planning policy context using the following themes:  

 Land Use Considerations; 

 Traffic, Accessibility and Manoeuvrability;  

 Economic Development; 

 Green Belt and Green Space Networks; 

 Environmental Considerations:  

o Terrestrial Ecology; 

o Landscape and Visual Impact; 

o Noise Generation; 

o Air Quality;  

o Flooding and Surface Water Drainage; and 

 Built and Cultural Heritage. 

6.2 It is considered that these are the key themes relevant to the PPP application (given its 

limited scope within the overall AHEP) and therefore the planning assessment is based on 

these key areas. 

6.3 It should be noted that the applicable planning policy context for each theme is presented 

within Appendix 1 of this Report.  

6.4 Critically, to reiterate the comments within paragraphs 2.33 and 2.34 of this 

Statement, this policy assessment is restricted to only those development 

components associated with this application for PPP which are required to 

facilitate the provision of the AHEP. Specifically:  

 Highways Realignment (the provision/realignment of  the northern extent of 

the Coast Road and the western extent of Greyhope Road);  

 Temporary construction/Site establishment areas; and  

 Off-road cycle path improvements.  
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 LAND USE CONSIDERATIONS 

6.5 This section considers strategic land use considerations for the proposed development in 

this location and whether the proposed development (i.e. the proposed/realigned roads and 

temporary construction areas required to facilitate AHEP and the off-road cycle path 

improvements) would be acceptable, in principle, within Nigg Bay.  

THE PRINCIPLE OF DEVELOPMENT AND APPROPRIATENESS OF THE LAND USE  

Delivering Development Priorities at Every Level 

6.6 As outlined previously, the plan led system has significantly impacted the delivery of the 

AHEP whereby consideration, consultation and inclusion of this project at Nigg Bay has been 

undertaken at every level of planning policy. This need was recognised and representations 

sought for its inclusion within NPF3, PASDP and the PALDP. The proposed expansion was 

considered by the relevant authorities and underwent rigorous statutory consultation. It was 

then found that there was overwhelming support for the harbour’s expansion and its ability 

to realise strategic development priorit ies at the national, regional and local level.  

6.7 Accordingly, the delivery of the AHEP was found to be fundamental to the delivery of long 

term economic prosperity within Scotland and it was accepted that the AHEP would be 

incorporated into NPF3 and subsequently translated into the respective regional and local 

planning policy frameworks.   

Delivering a National Priority  

6.8 Within NPF3, it is considered that the proposed AHEP would establish a key role in 

strengthening and supporting the economy of the north east, and the wider Scottish 

Economy, whilst also providing continued improvements to strategic infrastructure within 

the north east.  

6.9 This document identifies Aberdeen Harbour as a multi-functional seaport, providing berthing 

and handling facilities for passengers, freight, oil and gas and other sectors. Given that 

there are capacity constraints within the existing harbour, the expansion of Aberdeen 

Harbour is seen as a key gateway and a nationally important development for Scotland.  

6.10 NPF3 goes further to identify the proposed development - to facilitate the expansion of 

Aberdeen Harbour - as a National Development and Nigg Bay as the preferred development 

option. Specifically, and in terms of the realigned highways, ‘the construction of new/and/or 
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replacement road infrastructure from existing networks’ as defined within Project 13 Section 

2b of NPF3.   

6.11 This designation effectively establishes the need for the AHEP at Nigg Bay and sets the 

baseline from which options for wider economic growth can stem.  

6.12 Accordingly, the strategic need for the proposed AHEP, and the proposed development to 

facilitate this, is not in question. As a result, in policy terms, the delivery of the re quisite 

road infrastructure and temporary construction areas – considered to be essential to 

facilitate the expansion of the harbour – will help the delivery of these strategic priorities 

at the national level and therefore benefit from clear policy support.  

Implementing Regional Objectives  

6.13 The ASDP (paragraph 3.20, page 14) requires that investigation be undertaken to ascertain 

how growth of the harbour can be accommodated. Therefore, the strategic need for this 

facility is reiterated at the regional level. Whilst discussions centre on its city centre location, 

future growth on a different site (as is now the case) is considered , as is the importance of 

this expansion in achieving wider infrastructure goals within the N-RIP.  

6.14 It also states that the ASDP will build on work contained within the N-RIP and Case for 

Growth documents to deliver an expansion of the harbour to meet strategic need and 

encourage economic development opportunities at the national level. Reference to these 

documents within the respective ASDP policy acknowledges strategic regional priorities to 

expand the harbour and consider its role/reach beyond its existing city centre location.     

6.15 The proposed development (i.e. this PPP application) would enable the expansion of the 

harbour at Nigg Bay, realising the delivery of a strategic facility in accordance within these 

strategic aims. Consequently, the proposed development complies with the strategic intent 

of the ASDP and its desire to expand the harbour and should therefore be supported.  

Fulfilling the Local Policy Agenda  

6.16 At the local level, the ALDP identifies the harbour as a vital hub providing a key service for 

the region and a use that should be protected. Policy BI4 goes on to state a presumption  in 

favour of development associated with the harbour. Whilst this relates to the existing 

harbour, the thrust of this policy support seeks to retain the operation of this facility within 
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Aberdeen and it translates that the protection of this facility - albeit, in this instance, an 

expansion into Nigg Bay - is generally supported and sought within the ALDP.  

6.17 Consequently, the proposed development would allow for the continued operation of the 

harbour within Aberdeen, supporting the aims of Policy BI4 of the  ALP and wider objectives 

that encourage the continuation of this facility in Aberdeen.  

6.18 The PALDP builds on this position, supporting expansion of the harbour and recognising its 

importance to facilitate a ‘trade gateway’ for the oil and gas industry. Given its recent 

publication, this document includes support for the Harbour’s expansion into Nigg Bay under 

Policy B5. A ‘presumption in favour’ of harbour infrastructure/ancillary uses is explicitly 

proposed under this allocation. Namely, road and temporary construction infrastructure 

expressly required for the operation of the harbour. As such, it is clear that the proposed 

development is fully compliant with the spirit and intent of all aspects of this policy and 

should be supported.  

Delivering Regeneration at Nigg Bay 

6.19 Furthermore, the proposed development would also seek to deliver local regeneration 

objectives identified within the Nigg Bay Development Framework – a document that seeks 

maximise the benefits of the AHEP at Nigg Bay. As such, its construction will help achieve 

short, medium and long term masterplanning strategies for this area and bring enhanced 

opportunities and wider associated benefits in relation to transport , accessibility, open 

space, green space networks, recreation and employment.   

Conclusion: Delivering Policy Aspirations  

6.20 In light of the above, the principle of the proposed development in land use 

planning terms has unanimous support at national, regional and local level and 

complies with all relevant policy objectives – facilitating the construction of the 

AHEP, itself, which is defined as a National development priority at Nigg Bay.  

6.21 Critically, this project goes beyond straightforward policy adherence. Rather, it 

delivers the policy aspirations enshrined within the aforementioned national, 

regional and local policy context, thereby realising strategic development 

priorities at all policy levels.  
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TRAFFIC, ACCESSIBILITY AND MANOEUVRABILITY 

Traffic Generation – Acceptable Impacts on the Transport Network  

6.22 One of NPF3’s key objectives seeks to ensure that Scotland is a ‘connected place’ and is 

combined with strategies that seek to support better transport connectivity within SPP. 

Whilst the proposed development would not result in additional traffic generation per -se - 

given that it relates solely to the construction/realignment of a road and temporary 

construction areas - it would, nonetheless,  facilitate the AHEP and therefore ACC’s Roads 

Department requested that this PPP application was accompanied by a Transport 

Assessment (TA), which is contained within the accompanying ES.   

6.23 The TA is separated into the following categories: traffic impact, accessibility and 

sustainable travel choices.  

Traffic Impact 

6.24 The TA provides a detailed assessment of potential traffic generation associated with the 

AHEP against the relevant policy framework and guidance. Whilst this expansion is not 

specifically associated within the proposed development, the proposed/realigned roads 

would facilitate this use and therefore a summary of the potential impacts associated within 

the AHEP is provided below. This demonstrates that traffic associated with  the proposed 

expansion should not result in an unacceptable detrimental impacts to  the surrounding road 

network, subject to a range of mitigation measures. It therefore follows that the impacts 

from the proposed development are acceptable.  

6.25 In particular the TA states that: 

 No improvements are required to the existing junctions assessed  in order to 

accommodate the AHEP;  

 There is potential to move the stop lines 55m close together which would increase  

intergreen time, allow more traffic to cross the bridge;  

 If implemented, this proposal would allow AHEP traffic to be accommodated without 

encouraging additional traffic to use Coast Road in preference to Wellington Road . This 

would mitigate the impacts of harbour traffic on residential areas within Torry and Cove;  

 Micro vehicle detectors on Coast Road cou ld also allow variable ‘intergreen’ time to 

provide greater efficiency and accommodate harbour traffic without encouraging more 

traffic;   
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 An assessment of Coast Road capacity has found that it can accommodate the additional 

harbour traffic with no need for widening works; and  

 The proposal includes measures to enable and encourage sustainable modes of 

transport.  

6.26 In line with the conclusion of the TA presented above, the proposed development is not 

considered to result in unacceptable traffic generation to the surrounding area, including 

the Coast Road. The proposed development is therefore considered to meet national, 

regional and local planning policy objectives, including Policy T2 of the ALDP, which seek 

minimise unreasonable traffic impacts from proposed developments on the surrounding road 

network.  

Traffic Management 

6.27 In terms of traffic management,  the TA states that:  

 The designated route for all construction HGV trips would be via Coast Road and 

Hareness Road to Wellington Road. Within Altens there would also be potential 

to use Crawpeel Road or Blackness Road to reach Wellington Road via Souter 

Head Road;   

 No construction HGVs would be permitted to enter or exit via Torry or Cove; and 

 Off-road cycle path improvements would be undertaken including:  

o The provision of a new off-road section of cycle path to the east of the railway 

line, parallel to Coast Road between Hareness Road and the railway bridge.  

6.28 In this regard, Traffic Management Plan (TMPs) would be required for staff and visitors to 

direct HGV entry/exit to the harbour via Coast Road. In this regard, construction traffic 

would also be routed south along Coast Road and through the Altens Industrial Estate, and 

would not pass through any residential communities. This would restrict any HGV 

movements through Torry (Victoria Road) and Cove.  

6.29 Development generated HGVs and delivery vehicles would be routed via Coast Road and the 

Altens Industrial Estate and would not pass through any residential communities.  

6.30 Furthermore, the site accesses would be designed to physically restrict/prohibit access from 

the north, via Torry and ensure that large vehicles travel to/from the site via Altens 

Industrial Estate. This outcome would ensure that the proposed development complies with 

objectives within the national, regional and local planning  policy objectives.   
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Addressing Sustainable Travel Objectives 

6.31 SPP (Paragraph 270) promotes sustainable and active travel, requiring new development to 

optimise the use of existing infrastructure, reduce the need to travel, provide safe, 

convenient opportunities for walking and cycling, facilitate public transport options and 

provide freight movement by rail or water. At the regional level, ASDP Policy D3 requires 

that new development is designed to minimise travel by private car. At the local level, Policy  

T3 of the ALDP requires that new developments are accessible by a range of transport 

modes, with an emphasis on active and sustainable transport.   

6.32 In this regard, the TA states that:  

 The proposed development includes a new off-road section of cycle path parallel to 

Coast Road between Hareness Road and the railway bridge which would provide an 

improvement to the National Cycle Network.  

6.33 In line with the results of the TA, the proposed development would facilitate the provision 

of a harbour that would be accessible to a range of sustainable travel choices. The Site is 

close to residential suburbs, the railway station/city centre (via bicycle), frequent bus 

services in Torry (with scope approved in principle for route extensions to the proposed 

harbour) and would retain pedestrian access, cycling tracks and the nearby Core Path.  It 

would also provide an off-road cycle path improvement to provide additional capacity for 

cyclists along this route. Accordingly, the proposed development is considered to comply 

with national, regional and local planning policies that seek to encourage sustainable forms 

of travel.  

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS: FACILITATING INDUSTRIAL OPPORTUNITIES, 

ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES AND WIDER ECONOMIC BENEFITS  

Wider Social and Economic Benefits  

6.34 NPF3 identifies Aberdeen as the ‘energy capital of Europe’ and seeks to build on the area’s 

exceptional economic performance to ensure that the overall benefits are enhanced across 

Scotland. The thrust of policy objectives within NPF3 and the N-RIP encourage the 

investment and provision of major infrastructure to accommodate the expansion of the 

marine renewable energy sector, wider manufacturing industries and to provide enhanced 

industrial capabilities.  
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National  

6.35 The provision of infrastructure to facilitate the AHEP would support wider economic benefits 

and would therefore help enable the delivery of the aforementioned objectives at the 

national level. It is considered that the proposed development also achieves SPP’s desire 

for ‘sustainable economic growth’ (Paragraph 2) noting that planning should look positively 

on the delivery of high quality development that makes efficient use of land to deliver long -

term benefits for the public. The proposed development would facilitate the delivery of a 

high quality outcome that provides sustainable economic development and provides long 

term economic benefits for Aberdeen and the wider area, thus complying with this policy 

objective at the national level.  

Regional  

6.36 The proposed development meets regional economic development objectives within the 

ASDP (Page 24) which encourage economic expansion and the creation of new employment 

opportunities. Building on this, the provision of roads and temporary construction areas also 

allows for the growth of ‘essential infrastructure’ - in this instance the harbour - to provide 

long term economic benefits in accordance with the aforementioned objectives.  

Local  

6.37 At the local level, Policy BI1 of the ALDP and PLDP support business and industrial 

development and view the expansion of industrial activity in the right location as vital to 

retaining Aberdeen’s role as a competitive and sustainable business location.  

6.38 The PALDP goes further, explicitly supporting business and industrial uses that enhance the 

attraction and sustainability of the city’s business and industrial land. Accordingly, given 

that the proposed development unequivocally helps to enable fundamental improvements 

to the harbour’s capabilities – that will enhance the city’s offer in terms of marine energy, 

manufacturing and associated industries – it complies with the economic objectives within 

both the ADLP and PALDP and should be supported.   

6.39 Accordingly, the proposed development is considered to comply with national, regional and 

local planning policies in relation to economic development.  
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GREEN BELT AND GREEN SPACE NETWORKS  

GREEN BELT 

Acceptable Green Belt Development  

6.40 It is acknowledged that green belt policy objectives within the context of the national, 

regional and local planning policy framework outline the role that the green belt plays in 

preserving and enhancing the landscape character, defining the physical boundary of the 

city and preventing coalescence/urban sprawl. However, flexibility is built into green belt 

policy and there is clearly scope (within the green belt) to establish ‘acceptable’ forms of 

development and other forms of ‘essential infrastructure’  which are appropriate uses in the 

green belt. That is, development proposals that would not detract from the attainment of 

the aforementioned goals. It is this form of ‘acceptable’ development that the following 

assessment will draw upon to justify the appropriateness of the proposed development in 

the context of the green belt within the Site at Nigg Bay.  

Flexibility 

6.41 At the national level, SPP indicates that various types and scales of development outcomes 

would be acceptable in the green belt - requiring LDPs to specify ‘essential infrastructure’ 

that could be appropriate within the green belt and acknowledging that this type of 

development may be compatible with strategic green belt objectives. At the regional level, 

the ASDP confirms that, in order to meet anticipated growth, green belt boundaries may 

need to be flexible (and change) to meet re-aligned objectives.  

6.42 This approach has already been considered at Nigg Bay, under Policy B5 of the emerging 

PALDP which seeks to remove the Site from the green belt and allocate it as an ‘Opportunity 

Site’ (Opportunity Site 62) within the PALDP. Accordingly, it is acknowledged that the role 

of Nigg Bay in achieving strategic green belt objectives is somewhat diminished through this 

policy designation, thus providing, in part, the justification required to support the proposed 

development within this green belt location.  

Essential Infrastructure 

6.43 Under Policy NE2, the ALDP also allows for ‘essential infrastructure’ in the green belt . This 

includes transport proposals identified within the ALDP or roads to facilitate masterplanning 

of employment areas that can only be accommodated within the green belt.   
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6.44 In this instance, it is considered that the proposed development meets this requir ement. 

Specifically, it provides ‘essential infrastructure’ in the form of a realigned public 

highway/road which is required to enable the development of the AHEP, which is expressly 

identified as a priority within NPF3, SPP, the ALDP (under Policy T1) and  the PALDP (under 

Policy B5). Notwithstanding this, to facilitate the AHEP, the new/realigned roads could not 

be constructed anywhere else except within the green belt at Nigg Bay.  

6.45 Accordingly, the proposed development - required to facilitate the AHEP - 

complies fully with the aforementioned policy context. Accordingly, it is not a 

departure from the Development Plan - as it would allow for the construction of 

essential transport infrastructure within the green belt and provide roads 

associated with a new employment facility that is currently the subject of a 

masterplan (i.e. the Nigg Bay Development Framework) that could only be 

constructed within the green belt.  

GREEN SPACE NETWORK 

Compatibility with the Green Space Network 

6.46 At the national level SPP requires that there is provision for easy and safe access to/within 

green infrastructure and that such features are considered to be an integral element in 

masterplanning to ensure multiple user benefits.  At the regional level, the ASDP requires 

that proposals maintain and improve the region’s important natural assets. As outlined 

above, the proposed development is located within ACC’s Green Space Network and is 

subject to Policy NE1 of the ALDP which requires that such proposals do not destroy or 

erode the character or function of the Green Space Network. In addition the Nigg Bay 

Development Framework (which recently finished its statutory consultation period) would 

seek to deliver enhanced green and open space networks within Nigg Bay using a range of 

5 year land use delivery plans combined with refined open space priorities within the 

forthcoming Nigg Bay Masterplan.   

6.47 Accordingly, to assess the suitability of the proposed development within the Green Space 

network, an assessment must be made to ascertain if the proposed development would 

‘destroy’ or erode the character and function of the green space network.  

6.48 At a strategic level, the proposed development would largely reflect the established layout 

of the road network, with the exception of the realignment of the road approximately 150m 

to the north west and the provision of new road, around the current informal golf practice 

area, allocated as green space network in the ALDP. As a result, the character o f this area 
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would largely be retained in terms of the potential impacts associated with the proposed 

road construction/realignment, temporary construction areas and provision of the off-road 

cycle path.  

Green Network Function   

6.49 The proposed development does not seek to amend this function and the existing green 

space network would largely be retained as a result of the proposed development. In this 

regard, the formal cycling and walking tracks would be retained albeit re -routed and subject 

to temporary diversions to allow for the provision of the new road and harbour, thus 

preserving the use of this area. A continuous coastal path would be maintained throughout 

the construction phase and the provision of a new stretch of off-road cycle path between 

Coast Road railway bridge and the Hareness Road junction would retain the role of this 

green space network, facilitating the provision of informal recreation links throughout the 

Site.  

6.50 Whilst a small part of the informal golf practice area (which is allocated as green space 

network) would be lost, essentially by the width of the realigned road, the primary loss of 

this area is associated with land within the HRO boundary and would be subjec t to the HRO 

approval process. The role of land to the east and west of the newly realigned Coast Road 

would also be redefined, albeit the larger area to the west would only be lost temporarily 

to facilitate the provision of a temporary construction area in this location. Nevertheless, 

upon cessation of construction works, this area would be reinstated and would re -establish 

a link to the surrounding green space network to the south and west. Notwithstanding this, 

on the whole, the retention of the rugged, rural landscape within Nigg Bay would be 

retained, ensuring that the impact on the purpose of green space network would be minor.  

Coherence of the Network 

6.51 The ALDP accepts that major infrastructure, such as the proposed development, may 

necessitate crossing green space networks and in such circumstances, should take account 

the coherence of the network. The existing road alignment already bisects areas of the 

established green space network and, as such, the realigned/relocated roads would not 

materially affect the unity, or coherence or purpose of the existing green space network  

whilst additional off-road cycle path would enhance existing interconnectivity  within this 

area. Accordingly, the proposed development is considered to comply with local regional 

and national objectives in this regard. Furthermore, delivery plans within the Nigg Bay 

Development Framework and the forthcoming Nigg Bay Masterplan will also seek to enhance 

strategic green space and recreational opportunities within this area.   
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ACCESS AND INFORMAL RECREATION 

Retaining Access and Informal Recreation Networks 

6.52 It is acknowledged that there are various forms of walking tracks, cycling tracks (i.e. 

National Cycling Network Route 1 (NCR1) on the Coast Road and Greyhope Road) and a 

Coastal Path (Core Path 78) within the vicinity of the proposed development and the AHEP. 

Each would be required to be considered in the context of the proposed development.  

6.53 In short, the proposed development will require the relocation of the existing paths within 

the immediate harbour area. This will require temporary rerouting during construction works 

and permanent rerouting following completion of the project.  

6.54 The temporary rerouting of the Coastal Path is summarised as follows:   

 Nigg Bay (Southern extent) - Relocate the coastal path west (inland) along the northern 

boundary of the Gregness Coastguard station/communications masts then follow the 

Coast Road north, along the eastern boundary of the road;   

 Nigg Bay (northern extent) - Relocate the Coastal Path to the north west (inland) away 

from the bay, to the east of the newly real igned Coast Road, diverting east and running 

along the northern boundary of the newly created section of Greyhope Road ;  

6.55 The proposed rerouting of the Coastal Path, following completion of the AHEP, is 

summarised as follows:   

 Nigg Bay (Southern extent) - Relocate the coastal path west (inland) around the 

proposed leading light, following a new inland track that largely follows the coast (to 

the west of the existing coastal path); and   

 Nigg Bay (northern extent) – relocate the Coastal Path to the north west (inland) away 

from the bay, to the east of the realigned Coast Road, diverting east and running along 

the northern boundary of the newly created section of Greyhope Road to meet the 

existing Coastal Path at Greyhope Road.   

6.56 In addition the following cycle path improvements would be created: 

 The provision of a new off-road cycle path (on the eastern side of the railway line) 

running parallel with Coast Road between the railway bridge and directly to the north 

of Hareness Road junction.  

6.57 This would facilitate enhanced recreational interconnectivity throughout this area.  
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6.58 In policy terms, the ALDP requires that access between recreational areas and the 

countryside is protected and enhanced. Policy NE9 states that new development does not 

compromise the integrity of existing access rights and potential recreational opportunities, 

including access to Core Paths. The PALDP goes further, requesting details of any relocation 

during construction.    

6.59 Accordingly, the provision of rerouting options - around the realigned Coast Road and new 

section of Greyhope Road - and the provision of a new off-road cycling path would ensure 

that access to recreational facilities and the Core Path would be retained  and enhanced, 

meeting the objectives of this policy. Accordingly, it is considered that the proposed 

development would ensure adequate access to recreational opportunities either during or 

post construction in line with the objectives of Policy NE9 of the ALDP and other re levant 

national, regional and local policy objectives.  

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS  

TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGY 

Habitat Protection, Re-Establishment and Enhancement  

6.60 At the national level, NPF3 seeks to ensure that careful planning is required to make best 

use of the natural assets. It advocates a flexible, sustainable approach to ensure that 

development impacts on the natural environment consider the need to adapt to change. SPP 

builds on this, stating that the planning system should conserve and enhance protected 

sites and species, taking account of the need to maintain healthy ecosystems. The ASDP 

retains this position, seeking to ensure that biodiversity, wildlife habitats and landscapes 

are maintained and improved. At the local level, Policy NE8 of the ALDP and PALDP requires 

that development with the potential to impact designated areas and/or species includes 

adequate mitigation measures to the ensure effects on such areas are minimised.  

6.61 With regards to the proposed development, the temporary construction areas have the 

potential for the greatest impact on the natural environment , including ecology. In 

particular, the temporary construction area on the southern headland would be located 

within the Balnagask to Cove Local Nature Conservation Site (LNCS), whi ch includes cliffs, 

caves, shingle, beaches, other grasslands/gorseland and coastal plants and species.  

6.62 The supporting ES highlights the potential impacts and provides a summary of mitigation 

measures to ensure that the impact on terrestrial ecology would  be negligible, as presented 

below:  
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 There could be possible adverse effects during construction due to … the loss of habitat 

from clearance of scrubland, habitat fragmentation/degradation. Additionally, parts of 

the Balnagask to Cove LNCS would be lost as well as some amenity grasslands;  

 To mitigate against such adverse effects, a set of mitigation measures were proposed 

and include the translocation/creation of habitats, limiting vegetation clearing, working 

corridors to conserve plant species, development of a CEMP, a Habitat Creation and 

Management Plan (HCMP), adherence to pollution prevention guidance as published by 

SEPA and the appointment of one or more Environmental Clerks of Works (ECoW) to 

ensure compliance with any required mitigation measures; and 

 Subject to these and any other appropriate mitigation measures being employed and 

adhered to it is considered that there would be a negligible effect on terrestrial ecology.  

6.63 Accordingly, the proposed temporary construction areas would only account for some of the 

impacts highlighted above, and, importantly, would be temporary in nature. As a result, the 

condition of the LNCS would be fully reinstated upon completion of the proposed 

development (to a standard to be agreed with ACC), ensuring that that local habitats would 

be enhanced and re-established to enable future habitat growth. This outcome is considered 

to comply with the requirements of Policy NE8 and the aforementioned policy context in 

relation to the management and preservation of terrestrial ecology.  

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT 

Acceptable Landscape Character and Visual Impacts  

6.64 At the national level, SPP (Paragraphs 205) states that the siting and design of development 

should take account of local landscape character and that decisions should take account of 

potential effects on landscapes and the natural environment. ASDP seek t o ensure that new 

development maintains and improves the region’s important built, natural and cultural 

assets. Policy D6 of the ALDP builds on this, seeking to ensure that important views of the 

City’s townscape and key features are not lost. Policy D2 of  the ALDP requires that existing 

landscapes are respected and that quality development outcomes are sought to improve the 

existing landscape setting to protect and enhance important views of the City’s townscape, 

landmarks and features. Finally, ACC’s Landscape Guidelines SG seeks to ensure that 

applicants demonstrate that all environmental considerations are taken into account and 

that proposals demonstrate how they relate to local landscape or townscape character.  
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6.65 As outlined previously, an ES has been prepared to assess the impact of the proposed 

development on the character and visual amenity of the surrounding area, identifying 

mitigation measures required to ensure that the proposal would be acceptable.   

6.66 The results of this assessment, with regards to landscape and visual impact, and with 

respect to the proposed development, are summarised below:   

 The temporary construction areas are predicted to have a significant adverse effect on 

the local landscape character as well as visual amenity:  

- Effects are anticipated as a result of include fixed and mobile construction plant such 

as cranes and excavators, site clearance and preparation works , and security and 

safety lighting associated with the temporary construction areas;  

 Nevertheless, the proposed temporary construction areas would not affect Aberdeen’s 

‘sense of place’ nor would they obstruct any important views of the city’s townscape, 

landmarks or features; and 

 Accordingly, careful siting of plant and machinery would be undertaken within the 

temporary construction areas to avoid any unnecessary intrusion to the local landscape. 

Due to the topography of the surrounding landscape and the generally open nature of 

the area, screening with vegetation is not considered an effective measure to reduce 

any adverse visual effects. Replanting of any temporary working areas will be 

undertaken however it is anticipated that such measures would not alter the pre 

mitigation situation. 

6.67 The primary effects on landscape and visual impact are associated with  the main 

harbour/marine aspects of the AHEP that are outwith the PPP boundary and therefore not 

attributed to the proposed development.  

6.68 From the above assessment, the road construction/realignment  works and the off-road cycle 

path are not considered to result in unacceptable visual impact and would have a negligible 

impact on local landscape character.  

6.69 In terms of the temporary construction areas, it is predicted that there would be significant 

adverse effects on the local landscape character and visual amenity related primarily to the 

temporary construction plants (i.e. cranes excavators, site clearance, preparation works and 

security/safety lighting). In this regard, it should be emphasised that these effects would 

only be experienced on a temporary basis and mitigation measures can be put in place to 

ensure that the careful siting of plant and machinery is undertaken to avoid any unnecessary 

intrusion and reduce such impacts to the surrounding area.  
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6.70 Consequently, the proposed development has been designed to consider potential visual 

impacts and the effects on the local landscape character and would ensure that key views, 

landmarks and Aberdeen’s townscape are not compromised. As a result, the temporary 

construction areas would be positioned to minimise impacts to the surrounding area in terms 

of landscape character and visual amenity. Accordingly, subject to the mitigation measures 

proposed (including repositioning of site infrastructure) the proposed development is 

considered to meet the respective national, regional and local planning policy objectives.  

NOISE GENERATION  

Acceptable Noise Generation  

6.71 At the strategic level, SPP requires the efficient handing of planning applications to ensure 

adequate consideration of noise impacts generated by proposed developments. The ALDP 

(Policy BI1) seeks to safeguard residential amenity from business and industr ial uses whilst 

the PALDP (Policy T5) builds on this principle, requiring Noise Impact Assessments and a 

presumption against noise generating developments located close to sensitive areas without 

adequate mitigation measures.  

6.72 The greatest noise generation associated with the proposed development would relate 

primarily during construction in the form of temporary construction areas, the formation of 

the roads and construction traffic movements.  

6.73 To this extent, a summary of the noise impacts associated with in the proposed development 

are presented below:  

 Sensitive areas and potential impacts include: Doonies Rare Breeds Farm; Residential 

dwellings at Girdleness Lighthouse and Balnagask residential area on St. Fittick’s Road ;  

 Noise generation associated within the proposed development would be greatest from 

the temporary construction areas, the construction/realignment of the road and 

resultant construction traffic movements; and 

 Mitigation measures proposed during construction activities could re-siting noise 

generating equipment within the temporary construction areas ( i.e. generators etc.) 

away from sensitive receptors and using noise control methods such as barriers, 
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enclosures or silencers. Generally, these mitigation measures are likely to reduce the 

significance of noise generation associated with the proposed development; 

6.74 A TMP, would be prepared to minimise, as far as practicable, temporary and intermittent 

adverse impacts that may arise from construction traffic.  

6.75 Without any mitigation measures, the effects of noise generation ranged from minor to  

major at some of the sensitive receptors, particularly at night. However, these impacts could 

be significantly reduced through the implementation of the proposed mitigation measures 

identified above including: restrictions on potential construction hours  for some activities, 

re-siting noise-generating equipment and providing acoustic barriers - significantly reducing 

noise generation associated with the temporary construction areas to an acceptable level at 

each sensitive receptor.  

6.76 In terms of controlling noise impacts associated with the construction/realignment of the 

road, the construction of the off-road cycle path and the resultant traffic generation, the 

proposed TMP would control traffic patterns/timescales associated with all temporary 

construction traffic. Accordingly, in line within the controls in the TMP, noise generation 

associated with the construction/realignment of the road and traffic generation would not 

result in unacceptable noise impacts to the nearby sensitive areas.  

6.77 By its nature, it is noted that to deliver a nationally significant construction project of this 

scale will generate noise, however, the greatest impact (during the construction phase) 

would be temporary. As such, implementation of the proposed mitigation measures would 

ensure that the proposed development complies with national, regional and local policy 

objectives in relation to noise, including SPP, ASDP, ALDP (Policy BI1) and PALDP (Policy 

T5) – to ensure the implementation of adequate mitigation measures  to control noise 

impacts on sensitive interfaces.  

AIR QUALITY 

Acceptable Air Quality Outcomes  

6.78 In addition to the preservation of the natural environment at the national level through SPP, 

the ASDP requires that the City Region takes the lead in reducing the amount of carbon 

dioxide released into the air. Policy NE10 of the ALDP builds on this, stat ing that 

development that has the potential to have a detrimental impact on air quality would require 

adequate mitigation measures to ensure that the impact of air pollutants is minimised. ACC’s 
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Air Quality SG goes on to provide guidance on how to deal with air quality and air pollution 

issues through the planning system.  

6.79 In relation to air quality associated with the proposed development, the supporting ES states 

that as part of the temporary construction areas, movement of construction vehicles is 

considered to be a medium risk of dust effects and therefore mitigation measures will be 

required. This includes:  

 A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) with the objective to 

prevent the release of dust entering the atmosphere and/or being deposited on 

nearby receptors. Such measures would include: 

o Damping down dry/dusty surfaces during dry weather;  

o Erecting appropriate hoarding and/or fencing, as appropriate, to reduce dust 

dispersion; 

o Sheeting chutes, skips and vehicles removing materials that could generate 

dust; 

o Appropriate handling and storage of materials, especially stockpiled 

materials; 

o Restricting drop heights onto lorries and other equipment;  

o Using a wheel wash for vehicles, appropriate management of vehicle speeds, 

avoidance of unnecessary idling of engines;  

o Ensuring that all plant and vehicles are well maintained so that exhaust 

emissions do not breach statutory emission limits;  

o Prohibiting fires on the construction site, other than as required for 

construction purposes; and 

o Ensuring that a road sweeper is available to clean mud and other debris from 

hardstanding roads and footpaths. 

6.80 In relation to vehicles emissions, the ES states that :  

 Detailed mitigation measures to control construction traffic would be discussed with 

ACC to establish the most suitable access and haul routes for site traffic – as set out 

in a TMP;  

 Ensuring that construction traffic does not pass along sensitive  roads; and  

 Managing the timing of large-scale vehicle movements to avoid peak hours on the 

local road network would also be beneficial.  

6.81 In relation to road-traffic, the ES states that:  
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 Construction vehicles and plants operating within the temporary construction areas 

have the potential to increase local pollutant concentrations particularly NO2 and 

PM10….however there would be a minor effect on local air quality during this peak 

construction period but the effect would be negligible at all other times;   

 Measures to control construction traffic associated within the temporary construction 

areas would be detailed in a CEMP and Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) 

with the most effective mitigation measure ensuring that construction traffic does 

not pass along sensitive roads such as residential streets; and  

 A Travel Plan would be prepared to encourage car sharing and reduce the number 

of single occupancy car trips associated with the proposed development, and 

encourage sustainable travel, which would also reduce emissions to air.  

6.82 As outlined above, the most significant air quality impacts in relation to the proposed 

development comprise dust associated with earthworks during construction and pollutants 

associated with construction traffic.  

6.83 It is acknowledged that dust emissions during construction would be attributable to the 

temporary construction areas and the construction/realignment of the road, however, the 

ES states that measures would be implemented within a CEMP to minimise dust generation 

by way of dampening surfaces, restricting drop heights on lorries and using road sweepers. 

Accordingly, following the implementation of these mitigation measures, the effects of dust 

migration to sensitive receptors is considered to be acceptable and comply with the 

objectives of Policy NE10 of the ALDP and ACC’s Air Quality SG.  

6.84 As outlined above, the effect of pollutant emissions associated with the temporary 

construction areas is considered to be negligible , whilst emissions from equipment and 

machinery operating on the Site during these works is also considered to be small, and 

therefore acceptable, within the local area.  

6.85 Accordingly, the proposed development will not result in unacceptable air quality impacts 

within the surrounding area, subject to the implementation of mitigation measures that 

include the preparation and operation of a CEMP and CTMP. This outcome would ensure 

compliance with national, regional and local planning objectives enabling acceptable 

mitigation of air pollutants associated with the proposed development.   
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FLOODING AND SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE 

Considering and Mitigating Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage 

6.86 In relation to this regard, SPP (Paragraph 25) states that the planning system should 

promote a precautionary approach to flood risk from all sources. At the regional level, the 

ASDP (Page 34) seeks to ensure that new development maintains and improves the region’s 

important natural assets. In a similar vein, Policy NE6 of the ALDP seeks to ensure that 

proposals avoid areas susceptible to flooding and promote sustainable flood risk 

management similar to the position advocated by Policy NE6 of the PALDP and ACC’s 

Drainage Impact Assessment SG.  

6.87 The supporting ES outlined the following outcomes in relation to flood risk and surface water 

impacts associated with the proposed development:  

 The proposed development is unlikely to lead to significant adverse effects in relation 

to surface water quality, pluvial (surface) water flood risk, groundwater flood risk or 

flood risk from artificial sources or foul drainage. Where any adverse effects have been 

identified these will be mitigated through a variety of measures designed to reduce such 

effects; and 

 Mitigation measures would be detailed in a CEMP which would be agreed with the 

appropriate regulators.  

6.88 In line within the above assessment, it is considered that the proposed development is 

unlikely to result in significant adverse impacts in relation to surface water quality, surface 

water flood risk, ground water flood risk or flooding from artificial or foul drainage.  

6.89 Accordingly, in relation to the proposed development, the proposed/realigned roads and the 

temporary construction areas would not result in detrimental impacts to the surrounding 

areas in terms of flood risk given that any potential impacts would be mitiga ted through a 

variety of acceptable measures. As a result, the proposed development is considered to 

comply with national, regional and local planning objectives in relation to flood risk, ensuring 

that adequate mitigation is proposed to alleviate potentia l flood risk from new development.  
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BUILT AND CULTURAL HERITAGE 

Built and Cultural Heritage  

6.90 Conserving, protecting and enhancing the built and cultural environment is considered at 

all levels of planning policy. At the national level, NPF (Paragraph 1.6) seeks to safeguard 

cultural assets whilst making innovative and sustainable use of our resources. SPP 

(Paragraph 28) requires that the planning system supports, protects, enhances and 

promotes access to cultural heritage. Regionally, the ASDP (Page 34) states that 

development should maintain and improve built, natural or cultural heritage assets. The 

ALDP (Policy D5) seeks to ensure that proposals affecting Listed Buildings comply with SPP, 

as does the PALDP (Policy D4) requiring protection and enhancement of the historic 

environment in line with SPP and ACC’s SG ensuring that satisfactory mitigation measures 

are implemented to avoid adverse impacts to such assets.  

6.91 In this regard the supporting ES provides the following assessment in relation to potential 

impacts on cultural heritage associated within the proposed development:  

 The majority of the historical assets will not be physically affected by the proposed 

development as they are outwith the Site and construction of the proposed development 

will therefore not directly impact them;  

 Whilst there are minor adverse effects reported on the setting of Girdle Ness Lighthouse 

and major adverse effects on the setting of St. Fittick’s Church, these would be 

temporary given the nature of the proposed construction areas; and  

 Mitigation measures would minimise such impacts and would include the avoidance of 

historical assets, adherence to a Written Scheme of Investigation for archaeological 

discoveries and screening around the periphery of the Site.   

6.92 The most significant potential impact on cultural heritage associated with the AHEP relates 

to the marine elements of this project, albeit this is outwith the scope of this PPP application. 

In relation to the proposed development, the temporary construction areas are likely to 

have a major effect on cultural heritage given their proximity to St Fittick ’s Church. Whilst 

screening could be introduced around the inland edge of the Site to reduce the impact of 

such areas on the historical environment, it is noted that such mitigation measures are 

unlikely to significantly reduce impacts, although they would help screen some of the 

temporary construction areas from this asset.  

6.93 Nevertheless, the proposed construction areas are temporary in nature and the  potential 

impact on cultural heritage would be significantly reduced once the land is fully reinstated.  
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Consequently - provided that suitable reinstatement of such areas is carried out - it is 

considered that the proposed development would preserve, protect and enhance the historic 

environment within Nigg Bay and therefore comply with objectives within NPF3, SPP 

(paragraph 28), ASDP (page 34), ALDP (policy D5) and PALDP (policy D4) which requires 

adherence within such an approach.  

6.94 The impact of the proposed/realigned roads is considered to be less than that of the 

temporary construction areas. 

6.95 Accordingly, in line within the proposed mitigation measures outlined above, it is considered 

that the proposed development would result in an acceptable outcome comply within the 

relevant national, regional and local planning policy context including SPP (Paragraph 131, 

ASDP and ALDP (Policy D4).   
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 To summarise, the PPP application is required to facilitate the construction of the AHEP, 

and therefore complies fully with planning policy at all levels of the planning hierarchy. 

Specifically:  

 In accordance with the plan led system, the proposed development would enable the 

delivery of a ‘National’ development represented at all levels of planning hierarchy ;  

 The proposed approach has respected due planning process - awaiting incorporation 

into respective Plans - and confirming its alignment with, and ability to facilitate, 

priorities within each respective document;   

 Statutory consultation has been undertaken during updates to local, regional and 

national planning policy documentation and support has been provided from respective 

authorities for the AHEP and the inclusion of enabling policies within respecti ve plans;    

 The proposed development goes beyond policy adherence : it will help deliver policy 

aspirations enshrined within the national, regional and local policy agenda, thereby 

realising strategic development priorities at all policy levels ;  

 The proposed development will facilitate the delivery of one of three consenting regimes 

required to operate AHEP;  

 The results from the accompanying Pre-Application Consultation (PAC) Report indicated 

that the proposed development is generally supported by the local community. 

Specifically:  

o Under Question 5 of the PAC Questionnaire - ‘Do you have any comments on the 

harbour proposals ’ – 69% of those questioned supported the AHEP, compared to 

31% against the proposed development;  

 Although concerns were also raised during this process relating to potential 

environmental, transport, landscape and visual impacts associated with the proposed 

development, full consideration of these issues has been provided within the 

accompanying ES; and 

 The proposed development will enable the attainment of delivery objectives within the 

Nigg Bay Development Framework and facilitate opportunities to enhance open/green 

space, accessibility and recreation within the forthcoming Nigg Bay Masterplan.  

7.2 The assessment undertaken and presented within this Planning Statement has demonstrated 

that the proposed development is acceptable and accords with relevant planning policies 

within the ALDP, ASDP as well as national and regional planning policy frameworks for the 

reasons summarised below:  
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 The proposed development would unequivocally allow for the provision of fundamental 

improvements to the harbour’s capabilities - enhancing the City’s offer in terms of its 

marine support facilities, thereby providing wider economic benefits to the Scottish 

economy;  

 The proposed development would be designed to consider visual impacts and effects on 

local landscape character, ensuring that key views, landmarks and Aberdeen’s 

townscape were not compromised whilst including mitigation measures to minimise any 

impacts to the surrounding area;  

 The proposed development is compatible with green belt objectives , by virtue of its 

status as ‘essential infrastructure ’, in line within the green belt ‘exceptions’ policy that 

expressly allows for the delivery of such infrastructure within the green belt;   

 The proposed development would not result in detrimental impact to the coherence, 

function, role or purpose of the green space network whilst it would retain access to 

outdoor recreation and wildlife corridors;  

 The proposed highway rerouting options - around the realigned Coast Road and new 

section of Greyhope Road - would ensure that access to recreational facilities and the 

Core Path would be retained;  

 The proposed noise mitigation measures would ensure that there would not be 

unreasonable noise impacts to sensitive receptors (notwithstanding that the greatest 

impacts would only be experienced on a temporary basis);   

 The proposed mitigation of air pollutants, including the preparation and operation of a 

CEMP and a CTMP, would ensure that there was no unacceptable impacts in terms of air 

quality to the surrounding area; 

 Whilst the proposed development may have a temporary impact on the setting of St 

Fitticks Church, this would be reduced by temporary screening and mitigation measures 

– notwithstanding that these areas are temporary in nature and that, in the long term, 

these local heritage assets would be conserved, protected and enhanced to ensure that 

their integrity is not compromised;   

 The proposed development is not considered to result in unacceptable traffic generation 

to the surrounding area, and in particular the Coast Road; 

 Designing the site access to prevent exit to/entry from the north and imposing the 

requirement for a TMP would prevent HGV movements through sensitive residential 

communities (including Torry and Cove) and require HGV access via Coast Road, 

Hareness Road and Wellington Road;  
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 The proposed development would facilitate the provision of a harbour that would be 

accessible to a range of sustainable travel choices and would retain excellent links to 

existing pedestrian, cycle and public transport networks; and 

 The proposed development would provide ensure efficient vehicular manoeuvrability for 

traffic associated within the proposed development - combined with the construction of 

an off-road cycle path - to provide safe, efficient, off-road cycling/walking provision 

along this stretch of Coast Road.  

Policy Conclusions and Wider Benefits Associated with the Proposed Development  

7.3 Overall, the proposal complies with the Development Plan and all other material planning 

considerations.  

7.4 Whilst there will be some adverse impacts experienced as a result of the proposed 

development, these will generally be minor in nature and mitigation can be put in place (to 

be designed and agreed as part of the later AMSC application stage). In addition, the 

proposed development is defined as a ‘National development’ and the importance of its 

delivery needs to be weighed up against any minor adverse effects.     

7.5 The decision in this case falls to be made in accordance with Section 25 of the Town & 

Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended) which provides that where making any 

determination under the Planning Acts, regard is to be had to the Development Plan, and 

the determination shall be made in accordance with the Plan unless material considerati ons 

indicate otherwise. 

7.6 The correct approach in applying Section 25 is to identify the provisions of the Development 

Plan which are relevant, apply them to the proposed development and consider whether or 

not the proposed development accords with the Development Plan. Thereafter the decision 

maker should identify and consider relevant material considerations and assess whether or 

not those justify a departure from the consequences for the development of applying the 

Development Plan. 

7.7 In this case, this Planning Statement has shown that the proposed development accords 

with the Development Plan and all other material considerations. As such, in balancing these 

policy considerations fully, it is clear that weight is in favour of approval.  
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APPENDIX A:   
 
PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 
 

1.1 This Appendix provides a summary of the national, regional and local planning policy which is 

relevant to the proposed development. This Appendix has been arranged into the following 

themes to reflect the structure of the main report: 

1) Land Use Considerations; 

2) Traffic, Accessibility and Manoeuvrability; 

3) Economic Development; 

4) Environmental Considerations; 

(a) Terrestrial Ecology and the Natural Environment; 

(b) Landscape and Visual Impact; 

(c) Noise Generation; 

(d) Air Quality;  

(e) Flooding and Surface Water Drainage; 

5) Green Belt and Green Space Considerations; and  

6) Built and Cultural Heritage.  

 
1) LAND USE CONSIDERATIONS 
 

 The Principle of the Development and Appropriateness of the Land Use  
 

National Planning Framework 3 

1.2 NPF3 was published by the Scottish Government in June 2014 and represents the top tier of 

Scotland’s planning hierarchy.  

1.3 NPF3, page 1: sets out a vision for Scotland based around 4 overarching themes:  

 A successful, sustainable place; 

 A low carbon place; 

 A natural, resilient place; 

 A connected place. 

1.4 Additional matters within NPF3 relevant to the proposed development are summarised below:  

 NPF3, page 32, paragraph 3.12 states: ‘Both terrestrial and marine planning have a key role to play 

in reaching these ambitious targets by facilitating development, linking generation with consumers 

and guiding new infrastructure to appropriate locations. We are clear that development must work 

with and sustain our environmental assets, and should provide opportunities for communities’. 

 NPF3, page 32, paragraph 3.14 states: ‘Ports and harbours identified in the National Renewables 

Infrastructure Plan will invest in their facilities to accommodate manufacturing, servicing and 
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maintenance of our renewable energy infrastructure. We expect planning to enable development in 

all of these locations’. 

 NPF3, page 37, paragraph 3.34 states: ‘Major infrastructure investment will provide the marine 

renewable energy industry with upgraded and new-build port and harbour facilities. We expect to 

secure manufacturing commitments from major inward investors in the coming years and for planning 

to enable development in key locations. Many opportunities lie in and around our cities and on the 

more developed east coast, where ports and harbours already support significant industrial activity... 

We want to see a coordinated approach to guide development in these areas – making the most 

efficient use of resources, reducing environmental impacts and supporting high quality development’. 

 NPF3, Chapter 4 states: ‘A natural, resilient place’, covers the importance of maintaining and 

enhancing Scotland’s cultural and natural assets’. 

 NPF3, page 42, paragraph 4.4: [In relation to landscape] ‘… Closer to settlements landscapes have 

an important role to play in sustaining local distinctiveness and cultural identity, and in supporting 

health and well-being’. 

 NPF3, page 44, paragraph 4.9 states: ‘…land use should deliver multiple benefits, and encourages us 

to make best use of assets and that, to achieve this, it must be recognised that the environment is a 

functioning ecosystem and take into account the opportunity costs arising from poor decisions on 

land use’. 

 NPF3, page 44, paragraph 4.10 states: ‘The 2020 Challenge for Scotland’s Biodiversity aims to 

promote and enhance Scotland’s nature’.  

 NPF3: page 45. paragraph 4.15 states: ‘Our vision is for pedestrian and cyclist friendly settlements 

and neighbourhoods, to be connected by a coherent national walking and cycling network, making 

active travel a much more attractive and practical option for both everyday use and recreation. 

 NPF3, page 52, paragraph 5.1 states: ‘Scotland’s location and its unique geography mean that 

connections, within our country and with the rest of the world, are crucial. In the 21st-century global 

connectivity and access to wider networks have become increasingly important’.  

 NPF3, page 54, paragraph 5.12) states: ‘Our ambition to significantly grow Scotland’s exports means 

that strengthening of international gateways and freight networks will be essential.’ 

 NPF3, page 57, paragraph 5.26 states: ‘Rail freight and short-sea shipping have potential to reduce 

the carbon footprint of Scotland’s freight sector. Rail freight networks are likely to become increasingly 

important as Scotland’s export potential grows alongside its transition to a low carbon economy’.  

 NPF3, page 57, paragraph 5.27 states: ‘We must ensure that we have the right infrastructure in place 

to support these key international connections. Our ambitions to significantly increase exports mean 

that we should continue to plan for development at strategically important locations’. 
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 NPF3, page 67 - page 69 concludes, an outlines ‘Further key actions’ to achieve each of the 4 

overarching themes within the NPF3 vision.   

The Harbour Expansion  

1.5 The Harbour is designated as a nationally significant development and its role in supporting 

the growth of deep-water harbour facilities is identified as follows:  

‘13. Aberdeen Harbour is a nationally-important facility which supports the oil and gas sector, 

provides international and lifeline connections and makes a significant contribution to the wider 

economy of the north east. Expansion of the harbour is required to address current capacity 

constraints, and to consolidate and expand its role. We expect development proposals for this 

to come forward in the lifetime of NPF3, including new harbour facilities and onshore transport 

links’. 

1.6 Page 19 of NPF3 indicates that:   

‘The expansion of Aberdeen Harbour will strengthen its key role in supporting the economy of 

the north east, as too will continued improvements to infrastructure including the Aberdeen 

Western Peripheral Route and Aberdeen Airport.  The economic significance of the region is 

recognised through the need for infrastructure capacity enhancement, both within the city 

region and in terms of wider links’.  

1.7 Section 5.28 of NPF3 then goes on to indicates that:  

‘5.28 Further north, Aberdeen Harbour serves as a multi -functional seaport, providing berthing 

and handling facilities for passengers, freight, oil and gas and other sectors.  Despite the 

capacity constraints of the current harbour, this is one of Scotland’s key gateways.  Expansion 

of Aberdeen Harbour, including improved intermodal connections by road, is 

identified as a national development’*. 

* denotes emphasis added 

1.8 The importance of an Aberdeen Harbour’s expansion is further strengthened within Section 6.7 

of NPF3 with the Aberdeen Harbour Expansion identified as ‘national development project 

number 13’ as follows:  

‘13. Aberdeen Harbour is a nationally-important facility which supports the oil and 

gas sector, provides international and lifeline connections and makes a significant 

contribution to the wider economy of the north east.  Expansion of the harbour is 

required to address current capacity constraints, and to consolidate and expand its role.  

We expect development proposals for this to come forward in the lifetime of NPF3, 

including new harbour facilities and onshore transport links’.  

1.9 The specific details associated with Aberdeen Harbour Expansion Project are identified within 

Page 79 of NPF3 as identified below. This includes details of the potential development 
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components (construction of harbour facilities building(s) exceeding 10,000 square metres or 

2 hectares, new/replacement road infrastructure and the provision of water supply and related 

infrastructure directly for new harbour facilities). The need for this national development and 

the suitability of Nigg Bay to facilitate this development have also been recognised within this 

summary sheet which outlined that:  

‘..current constraints will increasingly limit the ability of the harbour to provide crucial services 

and limit opportunities for business growth at this nationally important facility.  Nigg Bay has 

been identified as the preferred development option, due to the constraints of the existing 

sites’.  

 

 Figure 1 –NPF3 - Aberdeen Harbour– Project Number 13  

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

1.10 Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) is a statement of Scottish Government policy on how nationally 

important land use planning matters should be addressed across the country. This Policy is 

designed to promote consistency in the application of policy across Sco tland whilst allowing 

sufficient flexibility to reflect local circumstances. It also sets out the policy that will help 
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deliver the objectives of the NPF3. The SPP outlines a number of statements in relation to the 

harbour development as outlined below:  

 SPP, page 4, paragraph 2 states: ‘Planning should take a positive approach to enabling high quality 

development and making efficient use of land to deliver long-term benefits for the public while 

protecting and enhancing natural and cultural resources and places considerable emphasis on 

achieving the outcome of ‘sustainable economic growth’. 

1.11 SPP’s introduction states that the planning system has a vital role in delivering high-quality 

places for Scotland that focus on plan making, planning decisions and deve lopment design to 

achieve the Scottish Government’s Purpose create a more successful country, and increasing 

sustainable economic growth. 

1.12 It is advocated that planning provides a positive approach to the enablement of high -quality 

development and efficient use of land to deliver long-term benefits whilst protecting and 

enhancing natural and cultural resources.  

1.13 SPP reiterates the four overarching themes within the NPF3 vision introducing a policy 

presumption in favour of development that contributes to susta inable development  as follows: 

 Policy Principle: ‘This SPP introduces a presumption in favour of development that 

contributes to sustainable development’*. 

*Denotes emphasis added.  

 SPP, Page 9, paragraph 28: ‘The planning system should support economically, environmentally and 

socially sustainable places by enabling development that balances the costs and benefits of a proposal 

over the longer term. The aim is to achieve the right development in the right place; it is not to allow 

development at any cost’. 

 SPP, page 9, paragraph 28: ‘The planning system should support economically, environmentally and 

socially sustainable places by enabling development that balances the costs and benefits of a proposal 

over the longer term. The aim is to achieve the right development in the right place; it is not to allow 

development at any cost.’ 

1.14 A series of principles are set out within SPP as follows:  

1.15 SPP, pages 9-10, paragraph 29 states:  

 ’Policies and decisions should be guided by: 

o ‘Giving due weight to net economic benefit; 

o Responding to economic issues, challenges and opportunities, as outlined in local economic 

strategies; 

o Supporting good design and the six qualities of successful places; 

o Making efficient use of existing capacities of land, buildings and infrastructure including 

supporting town centre and regeneration priorities; 
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o Supporting delivery of accessible housing, business, retailing and leisure development; 

o Supporting delivery of infrastructure, for example transport, education, energy, digital and 

water; 

o Supporting climate change mitigation and adaptation including taking account of flood risk; 

o Improving health and well-being by offering opportunities for social interaction and physical 

activity, including sport and recreation; 

o Having regard to the principles for sustainable land use set out in the Land Use Strategy; 

o Protecting, enhancing and promoting access to cultural heritage, including the historic 

environment; 

o Protecting, enhancing and promoting access to natural heritage, including green 

infrastructure, landscape and the wider environment; 

o Reducing waste, facilitating its management and promoting resource recovery; and  

o Avoiding over-development, protecting the amenity of new and existing development and 

considering the implications of development for water, air and soil quality’. 

1.16 SPP, paragraph 35, page 11 states:  

 ‘Applicants should provide good quality and timely supporting information that describes the 

economic, environmental and social implications of the proposal, that this should be proportionate 

to the scale of the application and that planning authorities should avoid asking for additional 

impact appraisals, unless necessary to enable a decision to be made’. 

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

1.17 The ASDP sets strategic planning policy for the Aberdeen city region and aims to ensure the 

provision of an even more attractive, prosperous and sustainable European city region. It seeks 

to ensure that the city region is an excellent place to live, visit and do bus iness and that it will 

be recognised for: 

•  Enterprise and inventiveness, particularly in the knowledge economy and in high -value 

markets; 

•  The unique qualities of its environment; and 

•  A high quality of life. 

1.18 It seeks to facilitate courageous decisions necessary to further develop a robust and resilient 

economy and to lead the way towards development being sustainable, including dealing with 

climate change and creating a more inclusive society.  

1.19 In relation to Aberdeen Harbour, the ASDP confirms that: 

‘The harbour has been identified as a key port in the National Renewables Infrastructure Plan. 

Work will be needed to set out in more detail the likely implications of this (building on ‘The 

Case for Growth’) and how the growth of the harbour can be accommodated to inform 

the next local development plan. Given its city-centre location, this work should take into 
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account the wider city-centre regeneration as part of the current City Centre Development 

Framework and the competing demands for land. ’ 

1.20 The ASDP finds that, at present, there is an adequate supply of business and employment land 

across the city region in both the City and Shire, extending to the end of the plan period to 

2035. 

Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

1.21 The ALDP was adopted by Aberdeen City Council in February 2012. Its vision seeks to ensure 

that Aberdeen in 2030 will be a sustainable city at the heart of the vibrant and inclusive north 

east of Scotland. The ALDP provides a land use framework within which we can work towards 

this vision. 

1.22 The ALDP seeks to support business and industrial Development by maintaining a ready supply 

of employment land in the right places in order to ensure the competitiveness and sustainability 

of Aberdeen for investment opportunities. Whilst phased, large scale allocation of employment 

land has been identified through the ALDP, the provision and safeguarding of new industrial 

and business sites is advocated to protect employment land throughout the City.  

1.23 Specifically, section 3.29 of the ALDP states that: 

 ‘This is particularly important for sites situated in strategic locations, i.e., close to or beside 

Aberdeen Airport, Aberdeen Harbour (including land suitable for harbour -related uses) and 

the City Centre and, sites with good accessibility and visibility to main roads and rail links’ .   

Aberdeen Harbour Designation in ALDP  

1.24 Specific reference to Aberdeen Harbour as a critical component for the Aberdeen City -Region 

is identified within paragraph 3.35 of the ALDP as follows:  

 ‘Aberdeen Airport and Harbour are vital hubs which provide a service for the region as a 

whole. Land within the airport operational area and the harbour port boundary should be 

maintained for their respective related activities ’.  

ALDP Policy BI4 - Aberdeen Airport and Aberdeen Harbour 

1.25 ADLP Policy BI4 - Aberdeen Airport and Aberdeen Harbour states that:  

 ‘Within the operational land applying to Aberdeen Airport and Aberdeen Harbour there will 

be a presumption in favour of uses associated with the airport and harbour respectively. 

 Public Safety Zones have been established for Aberdeen Airport (shown on the Proposals 

Map) where there is a general presumption against certain types of development as set out 
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in Scottish Governments Circular 8/2002.  Due regard will be paid  to the safety, amenity 

impacts on and efficiency of uses in the vicinity of the Airport and Harbour’.  

1.26 The ALDP then goes on discuss the provision of a ‘masterplan’ to provide detailed guidance on 

the any future development options within the existing harbour. It states that: 

 ‘The Harbour Board Operational Area will be subject to a Masterplan which will provide 

detailed guidance in respect of land uses, policies, proposals, access and connectivity within 

it and the adjoining areas. The masterplan will also include guidance on how to avoid 

adverse effects upon qualifying interests of the River Dee SAC which runs through the 

harbour, and also upon Bottlenose dolphins, which frequently occur in the outer harbour 

and mouth, and are a qualifying feature of the Moray Firth SAC and a European Protected 

Species’. 

1.27 It should be noted that the ALDP does not expressly discuss the potential for Aberdeen Harbour 

Expansion into Nigg Bay, as this document was prepared and adopted prior to the adoption of 

AHB’s Case for Growth and Directions for Growth feasibility assessments which outlined Nigg 

Bay as the preferred approach for the expansion of the Harbour. Nevertheless, the continued 

operation of the Harbour is considered to be a critical component providing economic 

opportunities for both Aberdeen and wider economy.  

Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

1.28 As outlined above, the PALDP Proposed Plan was published Mar 2015 and consultation on this 

document finished in June 2015. It is anticipated that examination  on this document would 

take place in November/December 2015 with potential adoption expected in Nov 2016.  

1.29 Its vision seeks to ensure that Aberdeen will be a sustainable city at the heart of a vibrant and 

inclusive city region. The Spatial Strategy seeks to promote the city centre as the commercial, 

economic, social, civic and cultural heart of Aberdeen whilst maintaining a vibrant city centre 

and enhancing built form and open space provision to ensure vitality and prosperity in the 

future. It also advocates an approach that sustains Aberdeen as an attractive a place to live 

and visit with a strong and thriving city centre and to enhance its role as the regions key 

commercial centre. It states that new development will be required to be of the highest quali ty 

to ensure the delivery of best outcomes mindful to create safe, attractive and natural 

environments.   

1.30 In terms of housing and employment, Aberdeen will accommodate around half of the new land 

required to meet strategic needs within the north east over the next two decades as identified 

within the ASDP, strengthening the city’s role as a strategic regional centre and contributing 

to the wider Scottish economy. 
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1.31 The Spatial Strategy also seeks to ensure that the suitable infrastructure will be in place and  

that contributions, where required, will be established.   

Aberdeen Harbour Designation in PALDP  

PALDP - Aberdeen Harbour Supporting Text  

1.32 Support for the Aberdeen Harbour Expansion is established within the supporting policy text in 

paragraphs 3.69 – 3.72 of the PALDP as outlined below:  

‘Aberdeen Harbour plays a critical role in the economy of Aberdeen and Scotland as a whole.  

It is a gateway for trade linking with over 40 countries, and an important point of access for 

the offshore energy industry. It  is also a major ferry port, providing links with Orkney and 

Shetland’.  

1.33 Paragraph 3.70 of the PALDP goes on to discuss requirements to prepare a framework to 

explore development options associated with the harbour expansion at Nigg Bay and creat e 

better accessibility to the city centre and the wider area as outlined below:   

‘The existing Aberdeen Harbour area is subject to a Development Framework which explores 

how a greater mix of uses at the harbour can be delivered, without impacting on the operation 

of the port. It also examines options for creating better linkages between the harbour and the 

city centre’. 

1.34 Paragraph 3.71 outlines the strategic importance of the harbour expansion and the constraints 

of the existing sites as follows:  

‘The harbour is facing significant pressures for expansion that cannot currently be met within 

the existing site. Scotland’s National Planning Framework 3 recognises this and identifies the 

expansion of Aberdeen Harbour at Nigg Bay as a National Development. This site is id entified 

in the Local Development Plan as an Opportunity Site for a new harbour development’.  

1.35 Paragraph 3.72 outlined a requirement for the provision of a Supplementary Guidance further 

maximise the benefits of the harbour expansion project at Nigg Bay:  

‘A Development Framework will be prepared and adopted as Supplementary Guidance for the 

new harbour at Nigg Bay and its surrounding area. This will consider how to maximise the 

opportunities presented by investment in the new harbour, in terms of economic development, 

regeneration and environmental improvements. It will also address the co -ordination of 

essential infrastructure, and identify opportunities for strategic improvements to the road and 

rail network. Complementary Masterplans will then be prepared to provide further detail’.  
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PALDP Policy B5 – Aberdeen Harbour 

1.36 Policy B5 – Aberdeen Harbour expressly encourages the provision and expansion of the existing 

harbour and any associated harbour related infrastructure at Nigg Bay as outlined below:  

 ‘Within the areas zoned for Aberdeen Harbour on the Proposals Map, there will be a 

presumption in favour of harbour infrastructure and ancillary uses, which are required for 

the effective and efficient operation of the harbour and which have a functional requirement 

to be located there. This may include administrative offices, warehousing and storage 

(including fuel storage), distribution facilities and car/HGV parking. Other harbour -related 

uses will be treated on their merits’.  

 ‘Due regard will be paid to any conflicts of use between the harbour and both new and 

existing developments in its vicinity, in order to preserve the amenity of new development 

and maintain the operational efficiency of the harbour. Mitigation measures may be 

required in order to permit uses which may otherwise be unacceptable’.   

PALDP - Opportunity Site 62 (OP62) 

1.37 Nigg Bay is identified as Opportunity Site 62 (OP62) within Appendix 2 – Opportunity Sites of 

the PALDP.   
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PALDP - Appendix 4 - Masterplan  

1.38 Under Appendix 4 - Masterplans of the PALDP it is stated that:  

‘Many of the development sites in Aberdeen are large and/or complex, often with multiple 

developers and in multiple ownerships. In addition, some sites, which may take more than a 

decade to complete, have significant levels of infrastructure investment required. 

Masterplanning such sites reduces the risk of piecemeal and inappropriate development while 

providing certainty for both developers and the local authority on how the development will 

move forward. To both support the Masterplanning process and give greater surety to 

communities, the development industry and allow the Council to plan for future service 

provision, a number of sites will be taken forward as Supplementary Guidance’.  

1.39 It then goes on to state that:  

‘Masterplans and/or Development Frameworks would be prepared for the following the 

following developments will be adopted as Supplementary Guidance:  

 Aberdeen Harbour at Nigg Bay (OP62).’ 

1.40 There are additional designations within the PALDP relating to the Aberdeen Harbour Expansion 

project. This includes:  

PALDP - Policy T1 Land for Transport where is it identified that:  

‘Land has been safeguarded for the transport projects listed below and these are highlighted 

on the Proposals Map. Development will be refused in these areas if it is not related to the 

following projects: 

 Aberdeen Harbour expansion’. 

Supporting Business and Industrial Development Chapter (page 41 of PALDP) 

1.41 In terms of the Supporting Business and Industrial Development chapter, paragraph 3.57 of 

the PALDP states that:  

‘In addition to the provision of new sites, it is important to safeguard the supply of existing 

industrial and business land throughout the city from other development pressures. This is 

particularly important for sites in strategic locations and those with good accessibility including 

Aberdeen International Airport, Aberdeen Harbour and the city centre’.  
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2) TRAFFIC, ACCESSIBILITY AND MANOEUVRABILITY 
 

National Planning Framework 3 

2.1 In terms of traffic, access and manoeuvrability, NPF3 has vision for Scotland which is:  

 ‘A connected place - The whole country has access to high-speed fixed and mobile digital 

networks. We make better use of our existing infrastructure, and have improved internal and 

international transport links to facilitate our ambition for growth and our commitment to an 

inclusive society’. 

2.2 Infrastructure Priorities are outlined within Paragraph 5.3 of NPF3, which states that:  

 ‘The Scottish Government’s Infrastructure Investment Plan sets out our programme for 

investment in all modes of transport and other infrastructure. It emphasises the importance 

of place and aims to ensure that all of Scotland derives benefit from our infrastructure 

investment, maximising potential and reducing disparities. The Strategic Transport Projects 

Review provides the evidence base for much of this transport investment’. 

2.3 The maintenance and upgrading of the road network is identified as a priority under Paragraph 

5.3 which states that:  

 ‘Our road network is extensive but requires maintenance and in some cases 

upgrading to provide sufficient capacity, reduce congestion and address safety 

issues. In recent years a number of major projects have been taken forward….to 

maintain nationally crucial links’. 

2.4 Paragraph 5.5 outlines the importance in advocating sustainable forms of transport indicating 

that:  

 ‘We want to significantly increase levels of everyday cycling and walking within and 

between our settlements, with Action Plans for both Walking and Cycling. The latter 

sets a vision for of 10% of journeys by bike by 2020 – our substantially increased 

funding will help to ensure that this vision is realised. We expect action on walking 

and cycling to extend throughout both urban and ru ral areas’. 

2.5 Paragraph 5.11 of NPF3 outlines the importance of sustainable forms of transport and maximise 

its utilisation and value, indicating that:  

 ‘Over the coming years, there will be a need for further improvements to ensure that 

we get best value from our transport infrastructure ’. 

2.6 In regards to setting a behavioural change towards sustainable travel options, Paragraph 5.13 

states that:  
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 ‘Significant levels of behavioural change will also be required to fulfil our ambition.  

Planning will have a role to play in modernising our infrastructure and supporting 

this change and development strategies should be complemented by improved 

connections across all transport modes’.  

2.7 Priorities to provide connected cities is identified within Paragraph 5.17, stati ng that:  

 ‘We aim to have better connected cities – better connected to each other, better 

connections within each of their regions – and for these transport networks to be 

progressively decarbonised.  City regions are the hubs for the majority of our 

international connections’. 

2.8 In terms of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, Paragraph 5.21 states that:  

 ‘By 2018, the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route and dualling of the A90 between 

Balmedie and Tipperty will significantly improve transport in and around  Aberdeen’. 

2.9 The provision and prioritisation of Core Paths sought under Paragraph 5.33 states:  

 ‘To achieve a step change in active travel, walking and cycling networks will continue 

to develop through core path plans and local community networks, connecting where 

possible with the national long distance network.  This network will bring together 

urban and rural Scotland, to promote a significant increase in active travel as well as 

broadening recreational access to the countryside for residents and visitor s alike.’ 

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

2.10 The purpose of SPP is:  

 ‘To focus government and public services on creating a more successful country, 

with opportunities for all to flourish, through increasing sustainable economic 

growth’. 

2.11 Its vision in relation to transport, accessibility and manoeuvrability is set out as follows:   

 ‘We live in a Scotland with a growing, low carbon economy with progressively narrowing 

disparities in well-being and opportunity. It is growth that can be achieved whilst reducing 

emissions and which respects the quality of environment, place and life which makes our 

country so special. It is growth which increases solidarity – reducing inequalities between 

our regions. We live in sustainable, well -designed places and homes which meet our needs. 

We enjoy excellent transport and digital connections, internally and with the rest of the 

world’.’ 
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2.12 The Scottish Government set 16 national outcomes outlining how the SPP purpose would be 

met. Outcome 4 of SPP states that:  

 ‘Outcome 4: A more connected place – supporting better transport and digital 

connectivity’.  

2.13 Paragraphs 22-23 of SPP states that:  

 ‘NPF3 reflects our continuing investment in infrastructure, to strengthen transport links 

within Scotland and to the rest of the world.  

 By aligning development more closely with transport and digital infrastructure, planning 

can improve sustainability and connectivity.  Improved connections facilitate accessibility 

within and between places – within Scotland and beyond – and support economic growth 

and an inclusive society ’. 

2.14 Policy Principles with respect to promoting sustainable travel and accessibility under paragraph 

270 of SPP state that:  

‘The planning system should support patterns of development which:  

 optimise the use of existing infrastructure; 

 reduce the need to travel; 

 provide safe and convenient opportunities for walking and cycling for both active travel and 

recreation, and facilitate travel by public transport; 

 enable the integration of transport modes; and 

 facilitate freight movement by rail or water’. 

2.15 In relation to applications for planning permissions that are likely to generate significant 

increase in the number of trips, paragraph 286 of SPP states that a Transport Assessment 

should be carried out.   

2.16 Relevant guidelines to help inform the determination of planning applications that may result 

in a requirement to consider transport and accessibility issues are provided within Paragraphs 

287 – 291 of SPP which states that:  

 ‘Planning permission should not be granted  for significant travel-generating use at 

locations which would increase reliance on the car and where:  

o direct links to local facilities via walking and cycling networks are not available 

or cannot be made available; 

o access to local facilities via public transport networks would involve walking 

more than 400m; or 
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o the transport assessment does not identify satisfactory ways of meeting 

sustainable transport requirements. 

 Buildings and facilities should be accessible by foot and bicycle and have appropriate 

operational and servicing access for large vehicles. Cycle routes, cycle parking and storage 

should be safeguarded and enhanced wherever possible.  

 Buildings and facilities should be accessible by foot and bicycle and have appropriate 

operational and servicing access for large vehicles. Cycle routes, cycle parking and storage 

should be safeguarded and enhanced wherever possible.  

 Consideration should be given to how proposed development will contribute to fulfilling 

the objectives of Switched On Scotland – A Roadmap to Widespread Adoption of Plug-in 

Vehicles. 

 Development proposals that have the potential to affect the performance or safety of the 

strategic transport network need to be fully assessed to determine their impact. Where 

existing infrastructure has the capacity to accommodate a development without adverse 

impacts on safety or unacceptable impacts on operational performance, further investment 

in the network is not likely to be required. Where such investment is required, the cost of 

the mitigation measures required to ensure the continued safe and effective operation of 

the network will have to be met by the developer.  

 Consideration should be given to appropriate planning restrictions on construction and 

operation related transport modes when granting p lanning permission, especially where 

bulk material movements are expected, for example freight from extraction operations.  

PAN 75 Planning for Transport  

1.42 Prepared by the Scottish Government, PAN 75 Planning for Transport provides advice on good 

practice that developers and planning authorities should adhere to when creating new policy 

or delivering development. The document aims to raise awareness on how transport and 

planning policy can be considered holistically by providing relevant information on each  body 

in relation to transport. 

Transport Assessment and Implementation: A Guide  

1.43 Prepared by Transport Scotland, this guide provides technical advice on the scope of study 

undertaken to assess the transport impact of different scales of development. It ad vises where 

full technical assessment is require, providing guidance to assist in the preparation of Transport 

Assessment for development proposals in Scotland.  
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Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

2.17 The ASDP outlines various objectives in relation to traffic, accessibility and encouraging 

sustainable transport opportunities as follows:  

 ASDP page 38: Objective: ‘To make sure that all new developments contribute 

towards reducing the need to travel and encourage people to walk, cycle or use 

public transport by making these attractive choices’. 

 ASDP paragraph 4.45 states: ‘The spatial strategy promotes opportunities at harbours 

and the airport as well as helping to promote accessibility by making sure that future 

development also allows for improvements in the rail and road networks ’. 

 ASDP page 38 states: 

o  ‘Targets: 

• For all developments to meet the accessibility standards set out in the 

regional transport strategy.  

• For major employment and service developments in strategic growth 

areas to show that they are easy to access by walking, cycling or using 

public transport. The travel plans produced for these developments 

should reduce the need for people to use cars.  

• To reduce the percentage of journeys made by car.  

o How to meet these targets:  

• Local development plans will identify and protect land from 

development to make sure that transport proposals identified in the 

local and regional transport strategies can be developed.  

• Transport proposals needed due to development promoted in the plan 

will be identified in supplementary guidance.  

• Work with Nestrans to make sure that putting the strategic 

development plan into practice closely links with the regional transport 

strategy’.  

 ASDP Paragraph 2.2 states: ‘To support these main aims, the plan also aims to…. 

make the most efficient use of the transport network, reducing the need for people 

to travel and making sure that walking, cycling and public transport are attractive 

choices’. 
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 ASDP Paragraph 3.5 states: ‘This strategy focuses development in places where there 

are clear opportunities to encourage people to use public transport, which itself can 

be provided in an efficient way’. 

 ASDP Paragraph 3.8 states: ‘They aim to make housing, employment and services 

highly accessible by public transport’ .  

 ASDP Paragraph 3.16 states: ‘Reducing travel distances and making walking, cycling 

and public transport more attractive to people is vital.’ 

Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

ALDP Policy T1 – Land for Transport 

2.18 Under Policy T1 – Land for Transport, land is safeguarded for a range of strategic the transport 

projects.  Whilst Aberdeen Harbour Expansion is not included within this list, it states that:  

 ‘Transport infrastructure required to facilitate new development will also be supported in 

principle, including walking and cycling facilities, new and extended public transport 

services, and new and improved roads’. 

2.19 A number of existing transport land uses are protected under this policy.  The Council will explore 

opportunities to incorporate complementary uses within certain transport facilities, for example a 

crèche and/or shop at Park and Ride/Choose sites, on the condition that adequate justification is 

provided. 

ALDP Policy T2 – Managing the Transport Impact of Development 

2.20 ALDP Policy T2 – Managing the Transport Impact of Development states that: 

 ‘New developments will need to demonstrate that sufficient measures have been taken 

to minimise the traffic generated. 

 Transport Assessments and Travel Plans will be required for developments which exceed 

the thresholds set out in the Transport and Accessibility Supplementary Guidance.  

Planning conditions and/or legal agreements may be imposed to bind the targets set out 

in the Travel Plan and set the arrangements for monitoring, enforcement and review. 

 Maximum car parking standards are set out in Supplementary Guidance on 

Transport and Accessibility and detail the standards that different types of 

development should provide’. 
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ALDP Policy D3 - Sustainable and Active Travel 

2.21 Policy D3 - Sustainable and Active Travel states that:  

 ‘New development will be designed in order to minimise travel by private car, improve access to 

services and promote healthy lifestyles by encouraging active travel.  Development will maintain and 

enhance permeability, ensuring that opportunities for sustainable and active travel are both protected 

and improved. Access to, and movement within and between, new and existing developments will 

prioritise transport modes in the following order - walking, cycling, public transport, car and other 

motorised vehicles. 

 Street layouts will reflect the principles of Designing Streets and will meet the minimum distances to 

services as set out in Supplementary Guidance on Transport and Accessibility, helping to achieve 

maximum levels of accessibility for communities to employment, essential services and areas of 

recreation. 

 Existing access rights, including core paths, rights of way and paths within the wider network will be 

protected and enhanced.  Where development proposals impact on the access network, the principle 

of the access must be maintained through the provision of suitable alternative routes’. 

2.22 This is supported by Paragraph 3.24 of the ALDP which states that:  

 ‘Achieving a well-integrated and sustainable transport system can be significantly assisted by 

protecting and improving links, suitable for non-motorised use, between residential, employment, 

recreation and other facilities, making it quick, convenient and safe for people to travel by 

walking or cycling ’. 

Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

2.23 The proposed harbour expansion project is subject to various policies within the PALDP relating 

to traffic, accessibility and vehicular manoeuvrability.  These are summarised below.   

PALDP - Policy T1 Land for Transport 

2.24 Policy T1 - Land for Transport is of critical importance to the determination of this application 

for PPP given that land is specifically identified to be safeguarded for future development of 

the Aberdeen Harbour Expansion Project. In this regard, Policy T1 states that:   

 ‘Land has been safeguarded for the transport projects listed below and these are 

highlighted on the Proposals Map. Development will be refused in these areas if it is 

not related to the following projects: 

o ...Aberdeen Harbour expansion’. 

2.25 The supporting policy text within paragraph 3.46 of the PALDP states that:  

 ‘Alongside contributions towards the STF, development proposals must be assessed in 
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terms of their impact on the local transport network, in particular the number of single 

occupancy vehicle trips that are likely to be generated by the development, as 

identified by a Transport Assessment. There wil l be a presumption against new 

development that is likely to generate a significant number of new car trips onto the 

network unless suitable mitigation measures are put in place’.  

2.26 Paragraph 3.46 of the PALDP builds on issue, stating that:  

 ‘Detailed assessments will require to be undertaken and agreed with the Council and 

key agencies at the masterplanning, pre-application and planning application stages in 

order to determine the impact of development and the precise range of transport 

measures and developer contributions required to support development.  

2.27 Paragraph 3.43 of the PALDP indicates that the location of development can significantly impact 

on travel choices and advocates the use of various criteria to determine the location of 

proposed development, including accessibility to jobs and services one.   

2.28 Paragraph 3.46 builds on this positon, requiring robust traffic modelling assessments to assess 

the potential impact of proposed developments on the surrounding road networks but also the 

suitability of proposed mitigation measures as follows:  

 ‘…alongside contributions towards the STF, development proposals must be assessed in 

terms of their impact on the local transport network, in particular the number of single 

occupancy vehicle trips that are likely to be generated by the development, as identified 

by a Transport Assessment.  There will be a presumption against new development that is 

likely to generate a significant number of new car trips onto the network unless suitable 

mitigation measures are put in place’. 

PALDP Policy T2 Managing the Transport Impact of Development 

2.29 Policy T2 Managing the Transport Impact of Development states that:  

 ‘Commensurate with the scale and anticipated impact, new developments must demonstrate 

that sufficient measures have been taken to minimise traffic generated and to maximise 

opportunities for sustainable and active travel.  

 Transport Assessments and Travel Plans will be required for developments which exceed 

the thresholds set out in Supplementary Guidance Transpor t and Accessibility.  

 The development of new communities should be accompanied by an increase in local 

services and employment opportunities that reduce the need to travel and include 
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integrated walking, cycling and public transport infrastructure to ensure that, where travel 

is necessary, sustainable modes are prioritised.  

 Where sufficient sustainable transport links to and from new developments are not in place, 

developers will be required to provide such facilities or a suitable contribution towards 

implementation. Further information is contained in the relevant Supplementary Guidance 

detailed below which should be read in conjunction with this policy.  

2.30 Paragraph 3.34 of the PALSP outlines the benefits of moving towards sustainable travel 

approaches that would divert primary travel by car-based travel. The associated benefits are 

also highlighted including environmental improvements, air quality, reducing congestion, 

mental, physical and health improvements as well as being able to prioritise roads for  essential 

travel movements.   

PALDP - Policy T3 Sustainable and Active Travel 

2.31 Policy T3 Sustainable and Active Travel of the PALDP states that:  

 ‘New developments must be accessible by a range of transport modes, with an emphasis 

on active and sustainable transport, and the internal layout of developments must prioritise 

walking, cycling and public transport penetration. Links between residential, employment, 

recreation and other facilities must be protected or improved for non-motorised transport 

users, making it quick, convenient and safe for people to travel by walking and cycling.  

 Street layouts will reflect the principles of Designing Streets and meet the minimum 

distances to services as set out in the supplementary guidance.  

 Existing access rights, including core paths, rights of way and paths within the wider 

network will be protected and enhanced. Where development proposals impact on the 

access network, the principle of the access must be maintained at all times by the developer 

through provision of suitable alternative routes . 

 Recognising that there will still be instances in which people will require to travel by car, 

initiatives such as like car sharing, alternative fuel vehicles and Car Clubs will also be 

supported where appropriate ’. 

Supplementary Guidance – Transport and Accessibility  

2.32 Supplementary Guidance – Transport and Accessibility builds on Policies T2 and T3 of the 

PALDP stating:  

 ‘…providing guidance on how developments will be expected to assess and demonstrate 

their compliance with above policies, with regard to the delivery of transportation projects’.  
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Aberdeen City Council Local Transport Strategy 2008-2012  

2.33 The Aberdeen City Local Transport Strategy 2008-2012 (ALTS) sets out the Aberdeen City 

Council vision for transport, as well as the policies and actions necessary to achieve 

implementation of the vision. The intention is to bring forward this vision within the 2008 -2012 

time period. 

2.34 In terms of Aberdeen Harbour, the ALTS outlines the need to improve access to the harbour 

and freight facilities as well as secure lorry parking. The ALTS is largely supportive of 

development of the harbour, including policies and initiatives  that can deliver improvements. 

Widening of Wellington Road is also outlined as a possibility to improve freight flow to and 

from Aberdeen Harbour. 

Aberdeen City Council Draft Local Transport Strategy 2015-20  

2.35 The Aberdeen City Draft Local Transport Strategy 2015-2020 (Draft ALTS) provides policies 

and interventions set out by Aberdeen City Council to guide the planning and improvement of 

the local transport network between 2015-2020.  

2.36 In terms of Aberdeen Harbour, the Draft ALTS (page 19) sets out the following objective: 

 ‘To work with partners to ensure that Aberdeen Harbour remains a world -class port and 

the main port of call in Scotland for the Northern Isles ferry services.’  

2.37 The Draft ALTS (page 30) also sets out the following action in relation to the Aberdeen Harbour 

expansion into Nigg Bay: 

 ‘Support Aberdeen Harbour Board in the development of Aberdeen Harbour and Nigg Bay, 

including identification of infrastructure required to ensure the Nigg site is viable.’  

Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy 2021  

2.38 The Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy 2021 (NRTS) sets out the transport challenges for 

the Aberdeen City region up to 2021 and considers how to best address them via clear 

objectives to improve transport in the north east.  

2.39 NRTS notes the aspirations of Aberdeen Harbour in terms of deepening and widening the 

harbour to enable access by larger vessels and states that Nestrans will work with the harbour 

to ensure adequate road linkages. 

Aberdeen City Council Strategic Infrastructure Plan  

2.40 The Aberdeen City Council Strategic Infrastructure Plan (ASIP) sets out a vision and strategic 

priorities for infrastructure in Aberdeen in order to attract both public and private sector 

infrastructure investment to the city. The focus of ASIP is on enabling infrastructure to allow 

Aberdeen to realise its aspirations in line with the Aberdeen Local Development Plan.  
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Transport and Accessibility Supplementary Guidance 

2.41 The Transport and Accessibility Supplementary Guidance outlines different transport and 

accessibility challenges that may have to be addressed as part of a planning application. It 

also outlines the standards for accessibility in new development and advice on permeability, 

parking standards and undertaking Transport Assessments and Travel Plans.  
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3) ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

(i)  Economic Competitiveness: Facilitating Industrial Opportunities, 
associated Industries and Wider Economic Benefits  

National Planning Framework 3 

3.1 The National Planning Framework is a strategy for the long-term development of Scotland’s 

towns, cities and countryside over the next 20 years. The National Planning Framework 

identifies key strategic infrastructure needs to ensure that each part of the country can develop 

to its full potential. 

3.2 Scottish Government’s central purpose is to create a more successful country, with 

opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish, through increasing sustainable economic growth.   

To achieve this, various objectives are outlined within NPF3 as follows: 

 NPF3, paragraph 1.1 states: ‘…share the benefits of growth by encouraging economic 

activity and investment across all of Scotland’s communities, whilst protecting our natural 

and cultural assets’. 

 NPF3 paragraph 2.13 states: ‘Cities are the main driver of our economy – notably the 

performance of Aberdeen and Edinburgh exceeds what may be expected from their 

population size. All of the seven key sectors in our economic strategy have a strong 

presence in the cities, in particular the creative industries, financial and business 

services, learning and life sciences ’.  

 NPF3 page 17 states:  

o ‘Aberdeen is the energy capital of Europe. The north east of Scotland has above -

average incomes, low unemployment and a high quality of life. The area’s 

exceptional economic performance provides a real opportunity to build 

on its success and benefit Scotland as a whole.  The City Investment Plan 

sets out an ambition “to maintain Aberdeen’s position as one of the world’s key 

energy capitals and to maximize its growth potential and diversification into other 

sectors.” Infrastructure provision is a key part  of this agenda for growth and 

investment’. 

o ‘Aberdeen and its wider city region is well-placed to take advantage of continued 

exploitation of North Sea oil and gas reserves and to develop its expertise in 

serving this sector, and the growing renewable energy sector around the world’.  

 NPF3 paragraph 3.14 states: ‘Ports and harbours identified in the National Renewables 

Infrastructure Plan will invest in their faci lities to accommodate manufacturing, servicing 

and maintenance of our renewable energy infrastructure. We expect planning to enable 

development in all of these locations.’ 
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 NPF3 paragraph 3.34 states: ‘Major infrastructure investment will provide the marine  

renewable energy industry with upgraded and new-build port and harbour facilities. We 

expect to secure manufacturing commitments from major inward investors in the coming 

years and for planning to enable development in key locations. Many opportunities li e in 

and around our cities and on the more developed east coast, where ports and harbours 

already support significant industrial activity... We want to see a coordinated approach to 

guide development in these areas – making the most efficient use of resources, reducing 

environmental impacts and supporting high quality development’.  

 NPF3 paragraph 5.1 states: ‘Scotland’s location and its unique geography mean that 

connections, within our country and with the rest of the world, are crucial. In the 21st-

century global connectivity and access to wider networks have become increasingly 

important’, and (NPF3, page 54, paragraph 5.12) that ‘Our ambition to significantly grow 

Scotland’s exports means that strengthening of international gateways and freight networks 

will be essential.’ 

 NPF3 paragraph 5.26 states: ‘Rail freight and short-sea shipping have potential to reduce 

the carbon footprint of Scotland’s freight sector. In relation to rail, it confirms that freight 

networks are likely to become increasingly important as Scotland’s export potential grows 

alongside its transition to a low carbon economy. In relation to maritime freight -handling 

it states (page 57, paragraph 5.27) that ‘We must ensure that we have the right 

infrastructure in place to support these key international connections. Our ambitions to 

significantly increase exports mean that we should continue to plan for development at 

strategically important locations.’  

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

3.3 With regard to economic development the following policy context is applicable within SPP:  

 SPP, page 4, paragraph 2 states: ‘Planning should take a positive approach to enabling 

high quality development and making efficient use of land to deliver long -term benefits for 

the public while protecting and enhancing natural and cultural resources and places 

considerable emphasis on achieving the outcome of ‘sustainable economic growth’.  

 SPP, page 24, paragraph 89 states: ‘Confirms that plans should identify areas of largely 

developed coast that are a major focus of economic or recreational activity that are likely 

to be suitable for further development; areas subject to significant constraints; and largely 

unspoiled areas of the coast that are generally unsuitable for development’ . 
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Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

3.4 Economic development aspirations are found within chapter 4 of the ASDP as follows:  

 ASDP, Page 24, Objective, states: ‘To provide opportunities which encourage economic 

development and create new employment in a range of areas that are both appropriate for 

and attractive to the needs of different industries, while at the same time improving the 

essential strategic infrastructure necessary to allow the economy to grow over the long 

term’. 

 ASDP, paragraph 4.1, states: ‘Aberdeen City and Shire has a healthy economy. While 

currently dominated by the oil and gas industries, it also has significant strengths in life 

sciences, food and drink and tourism. The oil and gas industry will continue to be very 

important into the future. It’s changing focus over the next few decades (into supplying 

the export market and decommissioning) will mean that the area will need to sell itself 

more strongly to make sure growth happens here. Traditional industries, such as farming 

and fishing, must continue to be supported. To promote a diverse local economy we will 

have to build on our existing assets (particularly in the field of renewable energy) and put 

into practice new ideas, including those from our universities, research organis ations and 

our skilled and innovative workforce, and improve our connections to the outside world 

through transport and high-speed digital communications networks ’.  

 ASDP, paragraph 4.5, states: ‘Future development should not be allowed to limit the 

growth of the economy by making the region less attractive to business, particularly in 

relation to congestion and access to roads, ports, airports and rail facilities. This 

infrastructure needs to be protected and improved, including supporting freight being 

transported by rail and sea’. 

Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

3.5 Objectives to support business and industrial development are presented within Policy BI1  – 

Business and Industrial Land of the ALDP. Building on this, Paragraph 3.28 of the ALDP 

states indicates that a ready supply of employment land in the right places is vital to 

Aberdeen retaining its position as a competitive and sustainable business location.  

3.6 In relation to business land, Policy BI1 - Business and Industrial Land states that:  

 ‘Aberdeen City Council will support the development of the business and industrial land 

allocations set out in this Plan. Industrial and business uses (Class 4 Business, Class 5 

General Industrial and Class 6 Storage or Distribution) in these areas, including already 

developed land, shall be retained. The expansion of existing concerns and development 

of new business and industrial uses will be permitted in principle within areas zoned for 

this purpose. 
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 Where business and industrial areas are located beside residential areas we will restrict 

new planning permissions to Class 4 Business. Buffer zones will be required to separate 

these uses and safeguard residential amenity. Conditions may be imposed regarding 

noise, hours of operation and external storage.  

 New business and industrial land proposals shall make provision for areas of recreational 

and amenity open space, areas of strategic landscaping, areas of wildlife value and 

footpaths, in accordance with the Council’s Open Space Strategy, Open Space 

Supplementary Guidance and approved planning briefs/masterplans.  

 Ancillary facilities that support business and industrial uses may be permitted where they 

enhance the attraction and sustainability of the city’s business and industrial land. Such 

facilities should be aimed primarily at meeting the needs of businesses and employees 

within the business and industrial area.  

 Bad neighbour uses should either be located together in single industrial areas or within 

one part of a larger estate ’. 

Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

Economic Competitiveness  

3.7 Paragraph 3.55 of the PALDP states that maintaining a ready supply of employment land in 

the right places is vital to Aberdeen retaining its position as a competitive and sustainable 

business location.  

3.8 Critically, Paragraph 3.57 builds on this issue highlighting the importance in safeguarding 

the existing industrial and business land from other development pressures including 

strategic sites locations and those with good accessibility including Aberdeen Harbour.  

PALDP Policy B1 Business and Industrial Land 

3.9 Policy B1 Business and Industrial Land states that:  

 ‘Aberdeen City Council will in principle support the development of the business and 

industrial land allocations set out in this Plan. Land zoned for business and industrial uses 

on the Proposals Map, including already developed land, shall be retained for Class 4 

(Business), Class 5 (General Industrial) and Class 6 (Storage and Distribution) uses and 

safeguarded from other conflicting development types. Other uses which may be suited 

to a business and industrial location, such as car showrooms and bus depots, shall be 

treated on their own merits. The expansion of existing concerns and uses within these 

locations will be permitted in principle. 

 Where business and industrial areas are located beside residential areas we will restrict 

new planning permissions to Class 4 (Business). Buffer zones, which are appropriately 

sized and landscaped, may be required to separate these uses and safeguard residential 
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amenity. Low amenity ‘bad neighbour’ uses must have regard to surrounding uses and 

their potential impact on the environment and existing amenity. In all cases, conditions 

may be imposed restricting levels of noise, hours of operation and external storage.  

 New business and industrial land proposals shall make provision for areas of recreational 

and amenity open space, areas of strategic landscaping, areas of wildlife value and 

footpaths, in accordance with the Counc il’s Open Space Strategy, Supplementary 

Guidance and any approved planning briefs or masterplans. Within existing business and 

industrial areas, there shall be a presumption in favour of retaining existing open space.  

 Facilities that directly support business and industrial uses may be permitted 

where they enhance the attraction and sustainability of the city’s business and 

industrial land. Such facilities should be aimed primarily at meeting the needs 

of businesses and employees within the business and industrial area’*. 

* Denotes emphasis added 
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4) ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

(i)  Terrestrial Ecology and the Natural Environment  

National Planning Framework 3 

4.1 The vision within NPF3 seeks to achieve a Scotland which is:  

 A natural, resilient place - Natural and cultural assets are respected, they are improving 

in condition and represent a sustainable economic, environmental and social resource for 

the nation.  Our environment and infrastructure have become more resilient to the impacts 

of climate change. 

4.2 The importance of Scotland’s natural environment is acknowledged in Paragraph 1.7 of NPF3 

which states that:  

 ‘Scotland’s varied coast and islands have an exceptional, internationally recognised 

environment’.   

4.3 Paragraph 3.39 of NPF builds on this issue stating that:  

 ‘Careful planning is needed to make best use of the natural and infrastructure assets across 

our coastal and island areas, and to balance potentially competing uses within often 

sensitive environments.  A strategic approach to mitigating potential impacts on this 

sensitive environment is likely to form an integral part of marine planning, whilst issues 

arising in the coastal interface should be reflected in land use plans’.  

4.4 A flexible, sustainable approach to development is advocated wit hin Paragraph 4.7 of NPF3 

seeking to ensure that development impacts on the natural environment consider s the need to 

adapt to change as follows:   

 ‘We have long sought to protect Scotland’s environment, recognising that it is a dynamic 

resource rather than a fixed asset.  To better reflect this, more proactive and innovative 

environmental stewardship is required.  The pressing challenge of climate change means 

that our action on the environment must continue to evolve, strengthening our longer -term 

resilience.  A planned approach to development helps to strike the right balance between 

safeguarding assets which are irreplaceable, and facilitating change in a sustainable way.  

We must work with, not against, our environment to maintain and further strengt hen its 

contribution to society ’. 
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PAN 1/2013 Environmental Impact Assessment  

1.17 PAN 1/2013 Environmental Impact Assessment explains the role that planning authorities and 

consultant bodies have in the EIA process. It advises how the EIA process can be integrat ed 

into the development management process.  

PAN 51 Planning, Environmental Protection and Regulation  

1.18 The purpose of PAN 51 Planning, Environmental Protection and Regulation (Revised 2006) is 

to support the existing policy on the interaction between planning and environmental policy 

and protection regimes. The PAN also outlines the statutory responsibilities of the 

environmental protection bodies, as well as informing these bodies about the planning system. 

The PAN covers the following environmental protection regimes: 

 Pollution Prevention and Control; 

 Protection of the Water Environment; 

 Drinking Water Quality – public and private water supplies; 

 Contaminated Land; 

 Radioactive Substances; 

 Statutory Nuisance including Noise; 

 Litter; 

 Light; 

 Local Air Quality Management; and 

 Environmental Noise. 

PAN 60 Planning for Natural Heritage  

1.19 The purposed of PAN 60 Planning for Natural Heritage is to advise on how developers and 

planners can contribute to conservation, enhancement, enjoyment and understanding of 

Scotland’s natural environment. It also aims to encourage creative thinking when considering 

natural heritage issues.  

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

4.5 In relation to protecting, conserving and enhancing the natural environment:  

 SPP, page 45, paragraph 193 sates: ‘Planning plays an important role in protecting, enhancing and 

promoting access to our key environmental resources, whilst supporting their sustainable use’.  

 SPP, page 45, paragraph 194 states: ‘The planning system should: 

o ‘Facilitate positive change while maintaining and enhancing distinctive landscape character; 
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o Conserve and enhance protected sites and species, taking account of the need to maintain 

healthy ecosystems and work with the natural processes which provide important services 

to communities; 

o Promote protection and improvement of the water environment, including rivers, lochs, 

estuaries, wetlands, coastal waters and groundwater, in a sustainable and coordinated way; 

o Seek to protect soils from damage such as erosion or compaction; 

o Protect and enhance ancient semi-natural woodland as an important and irreplaceable 

resource, together with other native or long-established woods, hedgerows and individual 

trees with high nature conservation or landscape value; 

o Seek benefits for biodiversity from new development where possible, including the 

restoration of degraded habitats and the avoidance of further fragmentation or isolation of 

habitats; 

o Support opportunities for enjoying and learning about the natural environment.’ 

 SPP, page 47, paragraph 202 states: ‘The siting and design of development should take account of 

local landscape character and that decisions should take account of potential effects on landscapes 

and the natural and water environment, including cumulative effects. Adverse impacts should be 

minimised through careful planning and design, considering the services that the natural environment 

is providing and maximising the potential for enhancement’. 

 SPP, page 47, paragraph 203 states: ‘Planning permission should be refused where the nature or 

scale of proposed development would have an unacceptable impact on the natural environment. 

Direct or indirect effects on statutorily protected sites will be an important consideration, but 

designation does not impose an automatic prohibition on development’.  

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

4.6 The ASDP vision includes objectives that seek to see Aberdeen City and Shire as an ‘even more 

attractive, prosperous and sustainable European city region and an excellent place to live, visit 

and do business and recognised for: 

• The unique qualities of our environment.’ 

4.7 To support these aims, the ASDP seek to: 

• Protect and improve our valued assets and resources, including the built and natural 

environment and our cultural heritage.’ 

4.8 Landscape objectives are found within chapter 4 of the ASDP which states that:  

 ASDP, Page 34, states: ‘To make sure new development  maintains and improves the 

region’s important built, natural and cultural assets ’. 

 Paragraph 4.29 of ASDP states: ‘Biodiversity, wildlife habitats and landscape can be 

vulnerable to the effects of new development. As a result, we need to focus on maintain ing 

and improving them especially where there are plans for development ’. 
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Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

Natural Heritage 

4.9 Paragraph 3.91 of the ALDP seeks to protect, preserve and enhance the natural heritage (both 

in terms of sites and species.  

ALDP Policy NE8 - Natural Heritage 

4.10 Policy NE8 -  Natural Heritage states that:  

‘Development that, taking into account any proposed mitigation measures, has  an adverse 

effect on a protected species or an area designated because of its  natural heritage value 

will only be permitted where it satisfies the relevant criteria  in Scottish Planning Policy. 

These are International Designations, National Designations, Local Designations and 

European Protected Species and Species protected under the Wildlife and Countryside 

Act 1981. 

In all cases of development at any location: - 

1. Applicants should submit supporting evidence for any development that  may have an 

adverse effect on a protected species demonstrating both the need for the 

development and that a full range of possible alternative courses of  action has been 

properly examined and none found to acceptably meet the  need identified. 

2. An ecological assessment will be required for a development proposal on or likely to 

affect a nearby designated site or where there is evidence to  suggest that a habitat 

or species of importance (including those identified in the UK  and Local Biodiversity 

Action Plans) exists on the site. 

3. No development will be permitted unless steps are taken to mitigate  negative 

development impacts. All proposals that are likely to have a significant effect  on the 

River Dee SAC will require an appropriate assessment which will include  the 

assessment of a detailed construction method statement addressing possible impacts 

on Atlantic Salmon, Freshwater Pearl Mussel and Otter.  Development proposals will 

only be approved where the appropriate assessment demonstrates that there will be 

no adverse effect on site integrity, except in situations of overriding public interest. 

4. Natural heritage beyond the confines of designated sites should be  protected and 

enhanced. 

5. Where feasible, steps to prevent further fragmentation or isolation of  habitats must 

be sought and opportunities to restore links which have been broken will be taken. 

6. Measures will be taken, in proportion to the opportunities available, to  enhance 

biodiversity through the creation and restoration of habitats and, where possible, 

incorporating existing habitats. 
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There will be a presumption against excessive engineering and culverting; natural 

treatments of floodplains and other water storage features will  be preferred wherever 

possible; there will be a requirement to restore existing culverted or canalised water 

bodies where this is possible; and the inclusion of SUDS. Natural buffer strips will be 

created for the protection and enhancement of water bodies, including lochs, ponds, 

wetlands, rivers, tributaries, estuaries and the sea. Supplementary Guidance will be 

developed on buffer strips.’ 

Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

4.11 Paragraph 3.119 of the PALDP identifies aims for the protection, preservation and enhancement 

of natural heritage sites and species within the Plan area, in order to ensure that new 

development proposals enhance biodiversity, which may include restoring degraded habitats, 

and must avoid further habitat fragmentation.  

PALDP Policy NE8 Natural Heritage 

4.12 PALDP Policy NE8 Natural Heritage states that :  

‘Designated Sites: 

Direct and indirect effects on sites protected by natural heritage designations, be they 

international, national or local, are important considerations in the planning process.  

In all cases, a development that is likely to have a significant effect on a Natura site, either 

alone or in combination with other plans or projects, will require an appropriate assessment 

(under the Habitats Regulations) to demonstrate that it will not adversely affect the  

integrity  of  the  site.    Development that would have an adverse effect will only be 

permitted where there are no alternative solutions and there are imperative reasons of 

overriding public interest, including those of a social or economic nature.  

Development that affects a site designated at a national level, including Sites of Special 

Scientific Interest, will only be permitted where it will not adversely affect the integrity of 

the area or the qualities for which it has been designated. Where adverse effects are 

unavoidable, they must be clearly outweighed by social, environmental or economic 

benefits of city-wide importance. 

Development that is likely to impact a locally designated site should seek to address this 

through careful design and mitigation measures. Development that, tak ing into account any 

proposed mitigation measures, has an adverse effect on a locally designated site will be 

permitted only where the adverse effects are clearly outweighed by social, environmental 

or economic benefits of city- wide importance. 
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Protected Species: 

Some of the species found in Aberdeen are protected under international and national law 

(including European Protected Species, and species protected under the Wildlife and 

Countryside Act 1981) while others are identified as being of local import ance (North East 

Scotland Local Biodiversity Action Plan species).  

If it is suspected that a Protected Species is present on a development site, then a survey 

will be recommended as part of a planning application. If evidence of a protected species 

is found, then the surveyor will be required to identify the possible impacts of the 

development on it. Applicants should submit supporting evidence for any development that 

may have an adverse effect on a protected species, demonstrating both the need for the 

development and that a full range of possible alternative courses of action has been 

properly examined and none found to acceptably meet the identified need. If the impacts 

cannot be avoided, then development may result in an offence being committed. Where a 

European Protected Species is concerned, a license will therefore be required to proceed. 

Licenses will only be granted if certain tests are met. Please see relevant Supplementary 

Guidance for more information on European Protected Species and licensing ’. 

(ii)  Landscape and Visual Impact  

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

4.13 In relation to landscape and visual amenity:  

 SPP, paragraph 193) states: ‘The natural environment forms the foundation of the spatial 

strategy set out in NPF3. The environment is a valued national asset offering a wide range 

of opportunities for enjoyment, recreation and sustainable economic activity. Planning plays 

an important role in protecting, enhancing and promoting access to our key environmental 

resources, whilst supporting their sustainable use’. 

 SPP, paragraph 194 states: ‘The planning system should:  

o facilitate positive change while maintaining and enhancing distinctive landscape 

character’. 

 Paragraph 202 states: ‘The siting and design of development should take account of l ocal 

landscape character. Development management decisions should take account of potential 

effects on landscapes and the natural and water environment, including cumulative effects. 

Developers should seek to minimise adverse impacts through careful planni ng and design, 
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considering the services that the natural environment is providing and maximising the 

potential for enhancement’. 

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

4.14 Landscape objectives are found within chapter 4 of the ASDP as follows:  

 'ASDP Page 34 (Objective) states: ‘To make sure new development maintains and improves 

the region’s important built, natural and cultural assets ’. 

 ASDP (paragraph 4.28) stares: ‘The built, natural and cultural environment is a valuable 

resource, but one which needs to be protected. The way in which sites are chosen, and 

high quality design, will make sure that development does not lead to the decline of the 

North East’s built, natural and cultural assets’. 

Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

4.15 Paragraph 3.27 of the ALDP states that natural topography and landscape play an important 

role in determining future development layout of the City and that varying landscape 

character settings from rural, to informal and formal open spaces, add to the city’s unique 

setting. 

Policy D6 – Landscape  

4.16 Policy D6 – Landscape states that: 

‘Development will not be acceptable unless it avoids:  

1. significantly adversely affecting landscape character and elements which contribute to, 

or provide, a distinct ‘sense of place’ which point to being either in or around Aberdeen or 

a particular part of it; 

2. obstructing important views of the City’s townscape, landmarks and features when seen 

from busy and important publicly accessible vantage points such as roads, railways, 

recreation areas and pathways and particularly from the main city approaches;  

3. disturbance, loss or damage to important recreation, wildlife or woodland resources or to 

the physical links between them; 

 4. sprawling onto important or necessary green spaces or buffers between places or 

communities with individual identities, and those which can provide opportunities for 

countryside activities. Development should avoid significant adverse impacts upon existing 

landscape elements, including linear and boundary features or other components, which 

contribute to local amenity, and provide opportunities for conserving, restoring or enhancing 

them. Further guidance is available in our Supplementary Guidance: Landscape Strategy’.  
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Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

PALDP Policy D2 – Landscape 

4.17 Paragraph 3.6 of the PALDP seeks to ensure that landscape design contributes to the delivery 

of sustainable places and it also highlights the importance of green networks in adapting to 

climate change / sustainability goals and improving the quality of the built and natural 

environment. It requires that existing landscapes are respected and that quality development 

outcomes are sought to improve the existing landscape setting.  

Further guidance on improving existing landscape setting and criteria to be satisfied to support 

the aforementioned policy principles are provided within Supplementary Guidance o n 

Landscape.  

 Policy D2 – Landscape states that:  

 ‘Developments will have a strong landscape framework which improves and enhances 

the setting and visual impact of the development, unifies urban form, provides shelter, 

creates local identity and promotes biodiversity. In order to secure high quality 

development, planning applications for new development must include a landscape 

strategy and management plan incorporating hard and soft landscaping design 

specifications. The level of detail required will be appropriate to the scale of the 

development. 

Quality development will: 

 be informed by the existing landscape character, topography and existing features to 

sustain local diversity and distinctiveness, including natural and built features such as 

existing boundary walls, hedges, copses and other features of interest;  

 conserve, enhance or restore existing landscape features and should incorporate them 

into a spatial landscape design hierarchy that provides structure to the site layout;  

 create new landscapes where none exist and where there are few existing features;  

 protect and enhance important views of the City’s townscape, landmarks and features 

when seen from busy and important publicly accessible vantage points such  

 as roads, railways, recreation areas and pathways and particularly from the main city 

approaches; and 

 provide hard and soft landscape proposals that is appropriate to  the scale and character 

of the overall development. 

Further guidance can be found within the supplementary guidance detailed below and 

technical advice notes listed in Appendix 6’.  
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Landscape Guidelines Supplementary Guidance  

4.18 Landscape Practice Note 3 states that:  

 ‘Landscape and Townscape Character Applicants must be able to demonstrate that they 

have taken all relevant environmental considerations into account, show how proposals 

relate to local landscape or townscape character, and indicate what physical and visual 

impacts developments may have upon them ’. 

(iii) Noise Generation  

National Planning Framework 3 

4.19 In relation to noise, NPF3 (paragraph 2.16) states:  

 ‘Reducing the impact of the car on city and town centres will make a significant 

contribution to realising their potential as sustainable places to live and invest by 

addressing congestion, air pollution and noise and improving the public realm. 

Significant health benefits could be achieved by substantially increasing active travel 

within our most densely populated areas ’. 

PAN 1/2011 Planning and Noise  

1.20 PAN 1/2011 Planning and Noise provides advice on limiting and preventing adverse impacts 

noise. It provides advice on how to effectively carry out noise impact assessments.  

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

4.20 Paragraph 106 of SPP states that:  

 ‘Efficient handling of planning applications should be a key priority, particularly where 

jobs and investment are involved. Such information should be proportionate and relevant 

to the development and sufficient for the planning authority requirements on matters 

such as the number of jobs to be created, hours of working, transport requirements, 

environmental effects, noise levels and the layout and design of buildings. Decisions 

should be guided by the principles set out in paragraphs 28 to 35’.  

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

4.21 In the absence of commentary on noise impacts, paragraph 5.1 of the ASDP discusses the 

protection of the environment stating that:    

 ‘This plan provides a vision that aims to develop the economy, maintain and improve the 

quality of our environment and provide a high quality of life ’.  
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Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

Policy BI1 - Business and Industrial Land 

4.22 Policy BI1 - Business and Industrial Land states that:  

‘Where business and industrial areas are located beside residential areas we will restrict 

new planning permissions to Class 4 Business. Buffer zones will be required to separate 

these uses and safeguard residential amenity. Conditions may be imposed regarding noise, 

hours of operation and external storage’.  

Proposed Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP2) 

Noise  

4.23 Paragraph 10.53 of the PALDP indicates the role that the planning can have in mitigating 

unreasonable noise impacts to the sensitive receptors by influencing design options, guiding 

the location of development and ensuring that adequate mitigation/attenuation measures are 

in place.  

Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

PALDP Policy T5 Noise 

4.24 PALDP Policy T5 Noise states that: 

 ‘In cases where significant exposure to noise is likely to arise from development, a Noise 

Impact Assessment (NIA) will be required as part of a planning application.  

 There will be a presumption against noise generating developments, as identified by a 

NIA, being located close to noise sensitive developments, such as existing or proposed  

housing, while housing and other noise sensitive developments will not normally be 

permitted close to existing noisy land uses without significant mitigation measures in 

place to reduce the impact of noise. 

 Development within or near to Candidate Noise Management Areas (CNMAs) and 

Candidate Quiet Areas (CQAs) will not be permitted where this is likely to contribute to 

a significant increase in exposure to noise or a deterioration of noise conditions in these 

areas, or where this will reduce the size of, or cause an increase in the noise level 

within, the CQA. 

 Further information on NIAs, CNMAs and CQAs, including maps of these areas, can be 

found in the relevant Supplementary Guidance Noise, detailed below which should be 

read in conjunction with this pol icy’. 

4.25 Supplementary Guidance on Noise provides further details outlining requirements for the 

provision of noise impact assessments and how proposed developments can achieve the policy 

objectives identified above. 
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(iv) Air Quality  

AIR QUALITY AND PLANNING GUIDANCE 

1.21 The Scottish Government have prepared planning guidance on air quality, as identified above. 

The intention of this guidance is to guide planning authorities in carrying out their functions 

in a way that accounts for air quality and seeks to improve it.  

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

4.26 In relation to air quality and protection of the environment, one of the key objectives within 

Chapter 4 of the ASDP states that:  

 ‘To be a city region which takes the lead in reducing the amount of carbon dioxide released 

into the air, adapts to the effects of climate change and limits the amount of non-renewable 

resources it uses ’. 

4.27 Paragraph 3.18 of ASDP then states:  

 ‘We have planned a wide range of transport measures to either tackle  existing problems or 

support the growth planned over the next 20 to 25 years. While congestion is a key factor, 

reducing the effect of transport on the environment (including improving air quality) is also 

important’. 

Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

Air Quality 

4.28 The ALDP, under paragraph Para 3.86, considers that new developments may increase the 

emission of pollutants that are harmful to human health and impact on quality of life 

contrasted with well-designed developments that can enhance air quality, manage exposure 

and reduce overall emissions. 

ALDP Policy NE10 - Air Quality 

4.29 Policy NE10 - Air Quality states that:  

 ‘Planning applications for development which has the potential to have a detrimental 

impact on air quality will not be permitted unless measures to mitigate the impact of 

air pollutants are proposed and can be agreed with the Planning Authority.   Such 

planning applications should be accompanied by an assessment of the likely impact of 

development on air quality and any mitigation measures proposed (see Air Quality 

Supplementary Guidance’. 

Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

Air Quality  

4.30 Paragraph 3.51 of the PALD identifies the role that the Air Quality Action Plan has in identifying 

measures address air quality impacts and to minimise vehicular traffic generated by new 
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developments. It also seeks to ensure that places are designed to minimise emi ssions, 

encourage sustainable forms of travel with no or low emissions to enhance overall air quality 

and preserve and enhance green infrastructure.  

PALDP Policy T4 Air Quality 

4.31 Policy T4 Air Quality states that: 

 ‘Development proposals which may have a detrimental impact on air quality will not be 

permitted unless measures to mitigate the impact of air pollutants are proposed and 

agreed with the Planning Authority.  Planning applications for such proposals should be 

accompanied by an assessment of the likely impact of development on air quality and 

any mitigation measures proposed. 

 The relevant Supplementary Guidance Air Quality, detailed below sets out the likely 

circumstances in which applicants must submit an assessment of the potential impact of 

particular types of development on existing and future air quality, particularly in and 

around Air Quality Management Areas. It also provides guidance on the process of air 

quality assessment and how mitigation measures will be assessed and implemented’ . 

4.32 Supplementary Guidance on Air Quality has also been prepared (see below) identifying how 

developments can demonstrate compliance within the aforementioned policy objectives.   

Aberdeen City Council Air Quality Action Plan 2011  

4.33 In response to the designation of two Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) in Aberdeen, 

Aberdeen City Council has a statutory duty to produce an action plan to set out measures to 

improve air quality within the city with a particular emphasis on the AQMAs. The Aberdeen City 

Air Quality Action Plan 2011 (AAQMP) fulfils this role. The AAQMP in relation to Aberdeen 

Harbour states that Aberdeen City Council will discuss with AHB and investigate initiatives to 

improve air quality. Importantly, this relates to the existing harbour rather than Nigg Bay and 

is therefore not applicable to the proposed development.  

Air Quality Supplementary Guidance  

4.34 The Air Quality Supplementary Guidance sets out how air quality and air pollution will be dealt 

with through the planning system in Aberdeen. The guidance sets out a policy framework, 

highlights where air quality would be a material planning consideration, identifies 

developments that would require an air quality assessments and sets out Aberdeen City 

Council’s approach to Section 75 agreements in relation to air quality.  

(V) Flooding and Surface Water Drainage  

National Planning Framework 3 

4.35 Paragraph 4.16 of NPF3 indicates that the coastal location of many of Scotland’s cities means 

that land use change may be needed to achieve more sustainable and resilien t patterns of 
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development in the long-term where water management and flooding issues will become 

increasingly important. 

Online Planning Advice on Flooding  

1.22 This advice note aims to reduce the adverse consequences of flooding from all sources. It 

provides advice on all sources of flooding to give context on how to respond to flooding 

holistically, including in site specific instances.  

PAN 79 Water and Drainage 

1.23 PAN 79 Water and Drainage provides advice on good practice in relation to the provision of 

water and drainage in a planning context. This PAN outlines how to work effectively with both 

SEPA and Scottish Water in the provision of appropriate drainage facili ties and in managing 

capacity for water and waste water facilities.    

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

4.36 Policy 255 of SPP states that:  

 ‘The planning system should promote: 

o a precautionary approach to flood risk from all sources, including coastal, water course 

(fluvial), surface water (pluvial), groundwater, reservoirs and drainage systems (sewers and 

culverts), taking account of the predicted effects of climate change; 

o flood avoidance: by safeguarding flood storage and conveying capacity, and locating 

development away from functional flood plains and medium to high risk areas; 

o flood reduction: assessing flood risk and, where appropriate, undertaking natural and 

structural flood management measures, including flood protection, restoring natural features 

and characteristics, enhancing flood storage capacity, avoiding the construction of new 

culverts and opening existing culverts where possible; and 

o avoidance of increased surface water flooding through requirements for Sustainable Drainage 

Systems (SuDS) and minimising the area of impermeable surface’. 

 

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

4.37 Flooding objectives are found within chapter 4 of the ASDP as follows:  

 ASDP Page 34 (Objective) states: ‘To make sure new development maintains and improves the 

region’s important built, natural and cultural assets’. 

4.38 Paragraph 4.32 targets states:  

 ‘To avoid new development preventing water bodies achieving ‘good ecological status’ under the 

Water Framework Directive’. 
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Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

Flooding and Drainage  

4.39 The ALDP seeks to ensure that development proposals avoid areas susceptible to flooding and 

promote sustainable flood risk management.  

ALDP Policy NE6 – Flooding and Drainage  

4.40 Policy NE6 – Flooding and Drainage states that: 

 ‘Development will not be permitted if:  

1. it would increase the risk of flooding:- 

a) By reducing the ability of the functional flood plain to store and convey water; 

b) Through the discharge of additional surface water; or 

c) By harming flood defences. 

2. it would be at risk itself from flooding; 

3. adequate provision is not made for access to waterbodies for maintenance; or 

4. it would result in the construction of new or strengthened flood defences that would have a 

significantly damaging effect on the natural heritage interests within or adjacent to a 

watercourse. 

Applicants will be required to provide an assessment of flood risk where a development is likely 

to result in a material increase in the number of buildings at risk of flooding or where it has 

been indicated in the opportunity sites schedule that one will be prepared. Windfall sites may 

also require a flood risk assessment. 

Where more than 10 homes or greater than 100m2 floorspace is proposed, the developer 

will be required to submit a Drainage Impact Assessment (see Supplementary Guidance on 

Drainage Impact Assessments). Surface water drainage associated with development must: 

1. be the most appropriate available in terms of SUDS; and 

2. avoid flooding and pollution both during and after construction. 

Connection to the public sewer will be a pre-requisite of all development where this is not 

already provided.  Private wastewater treatment systems in sewered areas will not be 

permitted. In areas not served by the public sewer, a private sewer treatment system for 

individual properties will be permitted provided that the developer demonstrates that there 

will be no adverse effects on the environment, amenity and public health’. 
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Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

4.41 The PALDP (Paragraph 3.107) seeks to manage and reduce flood risk by ensuring that new 

development does not take place on areas susceptible to flooding , introduces appropriate 

Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) and includes relevant attenuation measures to 

control surface water management. In addition it notes that ACC will seek to protect land and 

green infrastructure with the potential to contribute to natural flood risk management from 

development.  

ALDP Policy NE6 - Flooding and Drainage states:  

4.42 ALDP Policy NE6 - Flooding and Drainage states:  

‘Development will not be permitted if:  

1. It would increase the risk of flooding: 

a) by reducing the ability of the functional flood plain to store and convey water;  

b) through the discharge of additional surface water; or 

c) by harming flood defences. 

2. It would be at risk itself from flooding; 

3. Adequate provision is not made for access to waterbodies for maintenance; or  

4. It would require the construction of new or strengthened flood defences that would have 

a significantly damaging effect on the natural heritage interests within or adjacent to a 

watercourse. 

Development on the functional floodplain will only be permitted where its location is 

essential for operational reasons. 

Applicants will be required to provide a Flood Risk Assessment where a development is 

likely to result in a material increase in the number of buildings at risk of flooding, or where 

it has been indicated in the opportunity sites schedule that one will be prepared.  

Windfall sites may also require a Flood Risk Assessment. 

Drainage Impact Assessment (DIA) will be required for new development proposals 

comprising 5 or more homes or 250m2 non-residential floorspace. DIA will also be required 

for developments of any size that affect sensitive areas. DIA should detail how surface 

water and waste water will be managed. Surface water drainage associated with 

development must: 

1. Be the most appropriate available in terms of SuDS; and  

2. Avoid flooding and pollution both during and after construction.  
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There is a presumption against excessive engineering and culverting of watercourses. 

Natural treatments of floodplains and other water storage features will be preferred 

wherever possible. There will be a requirement to restore existing culverted or canalised 

water bodies to a naturalised state where this is possible. Where the Council agrees that 

culverts are unavoidable for technical reasons, they should be designed to maintain 

existing flow conditions and aquatic life. Any proposals for new culverts should have a 

demonstrably neutral impact on flood risk and be linked to long term maintenance 

arrangements to ensure they are not the cause of flooding in the future.  

Connection to the public sewer will be a pre-requisite of all development where this is 

not already provided. Private wastewater treatment systems in sewered areas will not 

be permitted. In areas not served by the public sewer, a private sewer treatment 

system for individual properties will be permitted provided that the developer 

demonstrates that there will be no adverse effects on the environment, amenity and 

public health’. 

4.43 Supplementary Guidance (SG) on Flooding also provides further guidance on how to comply 

with the aforementioned policy principles with regards to Flooding, Drainage and Water Quality.  

Drainage Impact Assessments Supplementary Guidance  

4.44 The Drainage Impact Assessment Supplementary Guidance sets out the requirements for the 

submission of Drainage Impact Assessments for new developments and provides advice on 

where pre-application meetings with Aberdeen City Council may be beneficial.  

Infrastructure and Developer Constitutions Manual Supplementary Guidance.  

4.45 The intention of the Infrastructure and Developers Contribution Manual Supplementary 

Guidance is to provide clear guidance to stakeholders on the infrastructure required to support 

a development at an early stage in the process. The guidance identifies the criteria used to 

calculate developer contributions to support new development. Infrastructure contributes can 

be required for transport improvements, green network development and school places as well 

as a range of other requirements. 
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5) Green Belt and Green Space 

(i) Green Belt  

National Planning Framework 3 

5.1 A series of flood risk principles are set out in SPP (pages 9 and 10). In this regard, paragraph 

29 states:  

 ‘Decisions should be guided by (amongst other issues): 

o Protecting, enhancing and promoting access to natural heritage, including green 

infrastructure, landscape and the wider environment’. 

 

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

5.2 In relation to green belts and green infrastructure:  

 SPP, page 16, paragraph 52 states: ‘Local development plans should describe the types and scales 

of development which would be appropriate within a green belt. These may include (amongst other 

things): 

o Essential infrastructure such as digital communications infrastructure and electricity grid 

connections; 

o Development meeting a national requirement or established need, if no other suitable site is 

available.’ 

o SPP, page 50, paragraph 221: confirms that ‘The planning system should: 

o ‘Consider green infrastructure as an integral element of places from the outset of the planning 

process; 

o Assess current and future needs and opportunities for green infrastructure to provide multiple 

benefits; 

o Facilitate the provision and long-term, integrated management of green infrastructure and 

prevent fragmentation; 

o Provide for easy and safe access to and within green infrastructure, including core paths and 

other important routes, within the context of statutory access rights under the Land Reform 

(Scotland) Act 2003.’ 

 SPP, page 26, paragraph 104 states: ’local development plans should locate development which 

generates significant freight movements, such as manufacturing, processing, distribution and 

warehousing, on sites accessible to suitable railheads or harbours or the strategic road network and 

that, through appraisal, care should be taken in locating such development to minimise any impact 

on congested, inner urban and residential areas’. 
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Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

5.3 Green belt objectives are found within chapter 4 of the ASDP as follows:  

 ASDP, Page 34, objective, states: ‘To make sure new development maintains and improves the 

region’s important built, natural and cultural assets. 

 ASDP, paragraph 4.31, states ‘The green belt around Aberdeen will continue to play a vital role in 

protecting the character and landscape setting of the City. However, it will need to change to meet 

the growth this plan seeks to achieve. It must guide development to appropriate places while 

protecting the most important areas. Accessible green networks within and around Aberdeen and 

other major settlements will also be important to achieving a high quality environment. 

o Targets: To make sure that development improves and does not lead to the loss of, or 

damage to, built, natural or cultural heritage assets’.  

Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

Green Belt 

5.4 Paragraph 3.65 of the ALDP states that the aim of the green belt is to maintain the identity of 

Aberdeen within and around the city by: 

 ‘…defining their physical boundaries clearly, avoiding coalescence and urban sprawl, 

maintaining the landscape setting and providing access to open space. The green belt 

directs planned growth to the most appropriate locations and supports regeneration’.  

ALDP Policy NE2 – Green Belt 

5.5 Policy NE2 – Green Belt states that:  

 ‘No development will be permitted in the green belt for purposes other than those essential 

for agriculture, woodland and forestry, recreational uses compatible with an agricultural or 

natural setting, mineral extraction or restoration or landscape renewal.  

 The following exceptions apply to this policy:  

1) Proposals for development associated with existing activities in the green belt will be 

permitted but only if all of the following criteria are  met: 

a) the development is within the boundary of the existing activity.  

b) the development is small-scale. 

c) the intensity of activity is not significantly increased.  

d) any proposed built construction is ancillary to what exists.  

 

2) Essential infrastructure, such as electronic communications infrastructure 

and electricity grid connections, transport proposals identified in the Local 

Development Plan, such as the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route, as well 

as roads planned through the masterplanning of new housing and 
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employment allocations, which cannot be accommodated other than in the 

green belt.* 

3) Buildings in the green belt which have a historic or architectural interest or t raditional 

character that contributes to the landscape setting of the city will be permitted to 

undergo a change of use to private residential use or to a use which makes a worthwhile 

contribution to the amenity of the green belt, providing it has been dem onstrated that 

the building is no longer suitable for the purpose for which it was originally designed. 

(See Supplementary Guidance on The Conversion of Steadings and other Non -

residential Vernacular Buildings in the Countryside).  

4) Proposals for extensions of existing buildings as part of a conversion or rehabilitation 

scheme will be permitted in the green belt provided:  

a) the original building remains visually dominant;  

b) the design of the extension is sympathetic to the original building in terms of 

massing, detailing and materials; and 

c) the siting of the extension relates well to the setting of the original building ’. 

* denotes emphasis added 

 (ii)  Green Space Network  

PAN 65 Planning and Open Space  

1.24 PAN 65 Planning and Open Space provides advice on the role the planning system plays in 

protecting and enhancing open space and in providing new, high quality open space. It also 

provides good practice advice and sets out how local authorities can prepare open space 

strategies. The role of planning includes making sure that there is open space in easy reach of 

new development. 

Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

5.6 Paragraph 3.94 advocates the physical, social, environmental and economic benefits associated 

with access to good quality open space networks, aiming to safeguard natural and open spaces 

throughout the city. It identifies that such safeguards should be implemented to allow for the 

retention of unique landscape settings within the city and to protect sites / species within the 

natural environment.  

5.7 The PALDP identifies that Green Space Networks can help provide connectivity between 

habitats and improve the viability of localised ecosystems.  

5.8 Paragraph 3.97 states that: 

 ‘Aberdeen’s Green Space Network is made up of multiple components and is mainly 

comprised of: 
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o Formally designated natural heritage sites;  

o A diversity of habitats and their connectivity;  

o Water bodies of all types including lochs, ponds, wetlands and watercourses;  

o Woodland, hedgerows and individual trees, especially veteran trees;  

o Open Spaces defined in Aberdeen’s Open Space Audit 2010;  

o Spaces for physical activity and access to the outdoors; and  

o Paths and links for pedestrians and cycling ’. 

PALDP Policy NE1 Green Space Network 

5.9 Policy NE1 Green Space Network states that:  

• ‘The Council will protect, promote and enhance the wildlife, access, recreation, 

ecosystem services and landscape value of the Green Space Network, which is identified 

on the Proposals Map. 

• Proposals for development that are likely to destroy or erode the character and/or 

function of the Green Space Network will not be permitted.  

• Where major infrastructure projects or other developments necessitate crossing the 

Green Space Network, such developments should maintain and enhance the coherence 

of the network. In doing so, provision should be made for access across roads for 

wildlife and outdoor recreation. 

• Masterplanning of new developments should consider the existing areas of Green Space 

Network and identify new areas incorporating Green Space Network. Masterplans  will 

determine the location, extent and configuration of the Green Space Network within the 

area, and its connectivity with the wider network.  

• Development which has a negative impact on existing wildlife habitats and connections, 

or other features of value to natural heritage, open space, landscape and recreation, 

should be mitigated through enhancement of the Green Space Network ’. 

PALDP Policy NE2 Green Belt’ 

5.10 Policy NE2 Green Belt states that: 

• ‘No development will be permitted in the Green Belt for purposes other than those 

essential for agriculture; woodland and forestry; recreational uses compatible with an 

agricultural or natural setting; mineral extraction/quarry restoration; or landscape 

renewal. 
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• The following exceptions apply to this policy: 

1. Proposals for development associated with existing activities in the green belt 

will be permitted but only if all of the following criteria are met:  

a) The development is within the boundary of the existing activity;  

b) The development is small-scale; 

c) The intensity of activity is not significantly increased; and  

d) Any proposed built construction is ancillary to what exists.  

 

2. Essential infrastructure (such as electronic communications 

infrastructure, electricity grid connections, transport proposals 

identified in the LDP or roads planned through the masterplanning of 

opportunity sites) will only be permitted if it cannot be accommodated 

anywhere other than the Green Belt*. 

3. Buildings in the Green Belt which have a historic or architectural interest, or a 

valuable traditional character, will be permitted to undergo an appropriate change 

of use which makes a worthwhile contribution to the visual character of the Green 

Belt. Please see relevant Supplementary Guidance on Conversion of Buildings in 

the Countryside for detailed requirements. 

4. Proposals for extensions of existing buildings, as part of a conversion or 

rehabilitation scheme, will be permitted in the Green Belt provided:  

a) The original building remains visually dominant;  

b) The design of the extension is sympathetic to the original building in terms of 

massing detailing and materials, and 

c) The siting of the extension relates well to the setting of the original building.  

5. Replacement on a one-for-one basis of existing permanent houses currently in 

occupation will normally be permitted provided: 

 It can be demonstrated to the Council that they have been in continuous 

occupation for at least 5 of the seven years immediately prior to the date of 

the application; 

 The replacement house, except in exceptional circumstances (e.g. to improve 

a dangerous access), occupies the same site as the building it would replace. 

Where replacement houses are permitted on sites different from the original 

site, the original house will require to be removed;  

 Replacement houses should be of a scale, design and external appearance 

that contributes to the visual character of the Green Belt.  
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• All proposals for development in the Green Belt must be of the highest quality in terms 

of siting, scale, design and materials. All developments in the Green Belt should have 

regard to other policies of the Local Development Plan in respect of landscape, trees and 

woodlands, natural heritage and pipelines and control of major accident hazards ’. 

* Denotes emphasis added. 

Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

ALDP Policy NE1 – Green Space Network 

5.11 Paragraph 3.60 of the ALDP identified the critical nature that high quality natural environment 

and access to good quality open spaces can play in making Aberdeen a place to live, work and 

invest, stating that:  

 ‘The natural environment and open spaces are important for landscape, natural heritage and wider 

social, health, economic and environmental reasons, such as adapting to climate change and helping 

to improve air quality’.  

5.12 ALDP Policy NE1 – Green Space Network states that:  

 ‘The City Council will protect, promote and enhance the wildlife, recreational, landscape 

and access value of the Green Space Network.  Proposals for development that are likely 

to destroy or erode the character or function of the Green Space Network will not be 

permitted.  Where major infrastructure projects or other developments necessitate 

crossing the Green Space Network, such developments shall take into account the 

coherence of the network.  In doing so measures shall be taken to allow access across 

roads for wildlife and for access and outdoor recreation purposes.  

 Masterplanning of new developments should determine the location and extent of the 

Green Space Network within these areas.  

 Development which has any impact on existing wildlife habitats, or connections between 

them, or other features of value to natural heritage, open space, landscape and 

recreation must be mitigated through enhancement of Green Space Network ’. 

ALDP Policy NE9 – Access and Informal Recreation 

5.13 Policy NE9 – Access and Informal Recreation states that:  

 ‘New development should not compromise the integrity of existing or potential recreational 

opportunities including access rights, core paths, other paths and rights of way.  Core Paths 

are shown on the Proposals Map.  Wherever appropriate, developments should include 
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new or improved provision for public access, permeability and/or links to green space for 

recreation and active travel. 

 Further guidance is available in the Infrastructure and Developer Contributions Manual, 

Supplementary Guidance on Transport and Accessibility, and Open Space Supplementary 

Guidance’.  

Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

ALDP Policy NE1 – Green Space Network states that:  

 ‘The City Council will protect, promote and enhance the wildlife, recreational, landscape 

and access value of the Green Space Network.  Proposals for development that are likely 

to destroy or erode the character or function of the Green Space Network will not be 

permitted.  Where major infrastructure projects or other developments necessitate 

crossing the Green Space Network, such developments shall take into account the 

coherence of the network.  In doing so measures shall be taken to allow access across 

roads for wildlife and for access and outdoor recreation purposes. 

 Masterplanning of new developments should determine the location and extent of the Green Space 

Network within these areas. 

 Development which has any impact on existing wildlife habitats, or connections between them, or 

other features of value to natural heritage, open space, landscape and recreation must be 

mitigated through enhancement of Green Space Network’. 

(ii) Green Space Network  

5.14 Policy BI1 – Business and Industrial Land states that:  

 ‘New business and industrial land proposals shall make provision for areas of recreational and 

amenity open space, areas of strategic landscaping, areas of wildlife value and footpaths, in 

accordance with the Council’s Open Space Strategy, Open Space Supplementary Guidance and 

approved planning briefs/masterplans’ 

5.15 In relation to the control of unacceptable amenity impacts  the same paragraph states that:  

 ‘Bad neighbour uses should either be located together in single industrial areas or within one part 

of a larger estate’. 
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(iii) Access to Informal Recreation  

National Planning Framework 3 

5.16 NPF3 seeks to significantly enhance green infrastructure networks, particularly in and around 

our cities and towns, where the provision of green infrastructure and improved access to open 

space can seek to achieve stronger, healthier communities.  

5.17 In this regard, Paragraph 4.12 of NPF3 states that:  

 ‘Environmental quality is central to our health and well -being. Green infrastructure 

and improved access and education have a key role to play in buil ding stronger 

communities. Our spatial strategy identifies where development needs to be 

balanced with a strategic approach to environmental enhancement ’. 

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

5.18 Paragraph 2.149 of SPP states that Green Infrastructure is:   

 ‘…an essential part of our long-term environmental performance and climate 

resilience. Improving the quality of our places and spaces through integrated green 

infrastructure networks can also encourage investment and development’.  

5.19 Paragraph 2.2.1 It goes on to state that:  

 ‘The planning system should: 

o consider green infrastructure as an integral element of places from the 

outset of the planning process; 

o assess current and future needs and opportunities for green infrastructure 

to provide multiple benefits; 

o facilitate the provision and long-term, integrated management of green 

infrastructure and prevent fragmentation; and 

o provide for easy and safe access to and within green infrastructure, including 

core paths and other important routes, within the context of  statutory access 

rights under the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 ’. 
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Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

5.20 The ASDP states that accessible greenspace within and around Aberdeen are important for the 

attainment of a high quality environment. The proposals section under Schedule 2 (page 44) 

of ASDP states that:  

 ‘Identify and develop green networks within, between and around Aberdeen and 

other major settlements to provide strategic greenspace, incorporating a strategic 

walking and cycling network and wildlife habitat corridors ’.  

Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

Access and Informal Recreation: 

5.21 Paragraph 3.85 of the ALDP states that: 

 ‘Access to the outdoors for informal recreation contributes to everyday quality of 

life. Increased levels of physical activity outdoors can contribute to improved health 

and well-being, while access to high quality areas for outdoor recreation can help 

the city to attract and retain people. Well-managed access can also assist land 

management and contribute to an appreciation of the wider environment. It is 

therefore important that accessible, welcoming and well managed access to and 

between Aberdeen’s recreational areas and the surrounding countryside is protected 

and enhanced. This will facilitate opportunities for recreation and physical activity 

as well as active, sustainable travel’.  

Policy NE9 Access and Informal Recreation 

5.22 Policy NE9 Access and Informal Recreation states that:  

 New development should not compromise the integrity of existing or potential 

recreational opportunities including access rights, core paths, other paths and rights of 

way. Core Paths are shown on the Proposals Map.  

 Wherever appropriate, developments should include new or improved provision for public 

access, permeability and/or links to green space for recreation and active travel. Further 

guidance is available in the Infrastructure and Developer Contributions Manual, 

Supplementary Guidance on Transport and Accessibility, and Open Space ’.  

Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

Access and Informal Recreation  

5.23 Under Paragraph 3.123 of the PALDP, access to the outdoors for informal recreation as well 

managed access is considered to benefit land management and contribute to an appreciation 

of the environment and natural heritage and, as such, accessible and well -managed access to 
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recreational areas and the surrounding countryside will be required to be protected and 

enhanced.  

Policy NE9 Access and Informal Recreation 

5.24 Policy NE9 Access and Informal Recreation states: 

 New development should not compromise the integrity of existing or potential 

recreational opportunities including general access rights to land and water, Core Paths, 

other paths and rights of way. This includes any impacts on access during the 

construction phase of a development. Applicants should provide detail on how public 

access and safety will be maintained during construction, for example through 

temporary diversions. 

 Wherever possible, developments should include new or improved provision for public 

access, permeability and/or links to green space for recreation and active travel.  

 Core Paths are shown on the Proposals Map. Further guidance on developer 

contributions towards Core Paths, as well as general information on access rights, is 

available in relevant Supplementary Guidance on Open Space and Green Infrastructure.  

 
Aberdeen City Council Open Space Strategy 2011-2016  

5.25 The Aberdeen City Open Space Strategy 2011-2016 (‘AOSS’) sets out a vision for open spaces 

in Aberdeen and aims to improve the quality of open space across the city. AOSS sets out high 

level strategic aims and objectives to improve open space in Aberdeen and provide attractive 

spaces. The strategy is based on the results from the Open Space Audit undertaken in 2010 

that assessed the quality of all greenspace in Aberdeen.  

Aberdeen City Council Open Space Audit 2010  

5.26 The Aberdeen Open Space Audit ( ‘AOSA’) is required by national planning guidance. The 

document sets out and assesses the quality of all parks and greenspace through Aberdeen City.  

Aberdeen City Council Open Space Supplementary Guidance 2011   

5.27 The Aberdeen City Council Open Space Supplementary Guidance 2011 ( ‘AOSSG’) relates to 

Aberdeen’s Local Development Plan and expands on the following policies:  

 Policy NE1 Green Space Network 

 Policy NE3 Urban Green Space 

 Policy NE4 Open Space Provision in New Development  

 Policy NE9 Access and Informal Research 
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5.28 The guidance explains how Green Space Network has been selected and puts forward 

suggestions for changes that could be taken forward to enhance it. It also outlines the open 

space requirements in new developments and design requirements for open space.  

Aberdeen’s Strategy for Access to the Outdoors 2004   

5.29 The Aberdeen Strategy for Access to the Outdoors 2004, is concerned with the development 

and improvement of paths in Aberdeen and easy access to the outdoors for all.  
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6) BUILT AND CULTURAL HERITAGE 

National Planning Framework 3 

6.17 The Scottish Government, through NPF3 seek to create a more successful country, with 

Opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish. It seeks to enable increased sustainable economic 

growth and encourage economic activity and investment across all of Scotland’s communities, 

whilst also protecting our natural and cultural assets.  

6.18 The following policy context within NPF3 is applicable to Cultural heritage:  

 Paragraph 1.4 of NPF sates: ‘Scotland is a diverse country. Our national spatial strategy 

provides a flexible framework for sustainable growth and development which reflects the 

varied assets of our many distinctive places ’. 

 Paragraph 1.6 of NPF sates: ‘We are committed to safeguarding our natural and cultural 

assets and making innovative and sustainable use of our resources ’. 

 Page 8 of NPF3 state’ Regeneration is the central focus of planning across this city 

region. Partnership working is driving consolidation and renewal of the built environment, 

embedding future growth within a distinctive placemaking agenda ’. 

 

PAN 2/2011 Planning and Archaeology  

6.19 PAN 2/2011 Planning and Archaeology provides advice on the handing of day -to-day 

archaeological issues within the planning process. It is relevant both to local authorities and 

to developers. 

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

6.20 SPP introduces a presumption in favour of development that contributes to sustainable 

development and other objectives as outlined below: 

 SPP Paragraph 28 states: ‘The planning system should support economically, 

environmentally and socially sustainable places by enabling development that balances the 

costs and benefits of a proposal over the longer term. The aim is to achieve the right 

development in the right place; it is not to allow development at any cost’.  

 SPP Paragraph 29 states: ‘Policies and decisions should be guided by the following 

principles:  

o protecting, enhancing and promoting access to cultural heritage, including the 

historic environment; and  

o protecting, enhancing and promoting access to natural heritage, including green 

infrastructure, landscape and the wider environment’ . 
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6.21 In relation to proposed development to, or affecting, a listed building: 

 SPP, page 34, paragraph 141 states: ‘…special regard must be given to the importance of 

preserving and enhancing the building, its setting and any features of special architectural 

or historic interest ’. 

6.22 Where there is potential for a proposed development to have an adverse effect on a scheduled 

monument or on the integrity of its setting:  

 SPP, page 35, paragraph 145 states: ‘Permission should only be granted where there are 

exceptional circumstances. Where a proposal would have a direct impact on a scheduled 

monument, the written consent of Scottish Ministers via a separate process is required in 

addition to any other consents required for the development’. 

 SPP, page 35, paragraph 150 states: ‘Protection should be afforded to archaeological sites 

and monuments as an important, finite and non-renewable resource and they should be 

preserved in situ wherever possible. Where in situ preservation is not possible, planning 

authorities should, through the use of conditions or a legal obligation, ensure that 

developers undertake appropriate excavation, recording, analysis, publication and archiving 

before and/or during development. If archaeological discoveries are made, they should be 

reported to the planning authority to enable discussion on appropriate measures, such as 

inspection and recording’. 

 SPP, page 36, paragraph 153 states: ‘Terrestrial and marine planning facilitate development 

of renewable energy technologies, link generation with consumers and guide new 

infrastructure to appropriate locations. Efficient supply of low carbon and low cost heat and 

generation of heat and electricity from renewable energy sources are vital to reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions and can create significant opportunities for communities. 

Renewable energy also presents a significant opportunity for associated development, 

investment and growth of the supply chain, particularly for ports and harbours identified in 

the National Renewables Infrastructure Plan. Communities can also gain new opportunities 

from increased local ownership and associated benefits.’  

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (ASDP) 2014 

6.23 Built and Cultural heritage objectives are found within chapter 4 of the ASDP as follows:  

 ASDP, page 34, objective, states: ‘To make sure new development maintains and improves 

the region’s important built, natural and cultural assets ’. 

 ASDP, page 34, paragraph 4.31, targets states: ‘To make sure that development improves 

and does not lead to the loss of, or damage to, built, natural or cultural heritage assets ’.  
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Adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan (ALDP) 2012 

6.24 Policy 3.26 of the ALDP states that The City’s listed buildings and conservation areas add to 

Aberdeen’s identity and their identity should be protected.  

Policy D5 - Built Heritage 

6.25 Policy D5 - Built Heritage of ALDP states that:  

 ‘Proposals affecting Conservation Areas or Listed Buildings will only be permitted if they 

comply with Scottish Planning Policy. In relation to development affecting archaeological 

resources further details are set out in Supplementary Guidance on Archaeology and 

Planning. 

 Planning permission for development that would have an adverse effect on the character or 

setting of a site listed in the inventory of gardens and design landscapes in Scotland or in 

any addition to the inventory will be refused unless:  

1. the objectives of designation and the overall integrity and character of the designated 

area will not be compromised; or 

2. any significant adverse effects on the qualities for which the area has been designated 

are clearly outweighed by social, economic and strategic benefit of national importance.  

 In both cases mitigation and appropriate measures shall be taken to conserve and 

enhance the essential characteristics, aesthetics, archaeological and historical value and 

setting of the site’. 

Proposed Aberdeen Local Development Plan (PALDP) 2015 

6.26 Paragraph 3.11 of the PALDP states outlined the importance of Aberdeen’s rich built heritage 

and the ability to provide a unique sense of place and identity. Paragraph 3.14 goes on to state 

that the significance in protecting and conserving the historic environment for future 

generations using sympathetic management of designated buildings and places a clear 

understanding of their significance and context.  

PALDP Policy D4 – Historic Environment 

6.27 Policy D4 – Historic Environment states that: 

‘The Council will protect, preserve and enhance the historic environment in line with Scottish 

Planning Policy, SHEP, its own Supplementary Guidance and Conservation Area Character 

Appraisals and Management Plan. It will assess the impact of proposed development and 

support high quality design that respects the character, appearance and set ting of the 

historic environment and protects the special architectural or historic interest of its listed 

buildings, conservation areas, archaeology, scheduled monument, historic gardens and 

designed landscapes. 
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The physical in situ preservation of all scheduled monuments and archaeological sites will 

be supported. Developments that would adversely impact upon archaeological remains, 

including battlefields, of either national or local importance, or on their setting will only be 

permitted in exceptional circumstances, where there is no practical alternative site and 

where there are imperative reasons of over-riding public need. 

In any such case, the applicant must at their own expense:  

 take satisfactory steps to mitigate adverse development impacts; and  

 where the preservation of the site in its original location is not possible, arrange for the 

full excavation and recording of the site in advance of development.  

In those cases where this is not justifiable or feasible, provision should be made for 

excavation and record with an appropriate assessment and evaluation. The appropriate 

publication/curation of findings will be expected.  

Further guidance can be found within the supplementary guidance and technical advice 

notes listed in Appendix 6’.  
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EXPANSION OF ABERDEEN HARBOUR – NIGG BAY, ABERDEEN 
PROPOSAL OF APPLICATION NOTICE – SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
 
Description of Development –  
 
“National development comprising construction of new infrastructure to facilitate the creation of a new deep 
water harbour, including new roads, parking and means of access, temporary construction and fabrication 
areas and other associated development which may include public realm areas, paths, lighting and signage”. 
 
Proposed Public Engagement – 
 
1. Public Exhibitions, 10am – 7pm: 

 
• 2 days in Torry at a location to be discussed and agreed with Torry Community Council 
• 2 days in Union Square, Aberdeen 

 
Exhibitions will be advertised in local newspapers a minimum of 42 days in advance in order to meet the 
requirement of the Marine Scotland Act and also advertised a minimum of 7 days in advance in line with 
The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2013. 
While the advertisement associated with the Marine Licence requirements would satisfy those of the 
Development Management Regulations the result would be a significant gap between advert and event. In 
response we propose 2 separate rounds of newspaper advertisement to satisfactorily address both 
requirements. 
 
These would be supplemented by online advertisement via social media and Aberdeen Harbour’s website 
and by local radio announcements. 

 
2. Presentations/Workshops with: 
 

• Nigg Community Council 
• Torry Community Council 
• Cove and Altens Community Council 

 
3. Local Councillors have been sent a copy of the PAN and will be informed of all events and, upon request 

by any Member, invited to attend a specific Members briefing. 
 

Local Councillors, Torry/Ferryhill: 
 

• Councillor Yvonne Allan 
• Councillor Graham Dickson 
• Councillor Alan Donnelly 
• Councillor James Kiddie 

 
Local Councillors, Kincorth/Nigg/Cove: 

 
• Councillor Andrew Finlayson  
• Councillor Neil Cooney 

 
Dates for the above events are yet to be confirmed however prior notification will be given for each in 
accordance with the relevant Regulations. 
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From: Gareth Allison
To: Colin Lavety; Garfield Prentice
Cc: Stephen Tucker; Gordon Thomson
Subject: RE: Nigg Bay - PAN - P151158 - Update
Date: 23 July 2015 11:59:17

Hi Colin

PoAN P15118: Nigg Bay – Public Exhibitions

Thanks for your email below – just a quick note to confirm that we do not see any issues with the
 details therein.

The only comment we would have would be a reminder that an additional advert (to satisfy
 planning requirements) would be required a minimum of 7 days prior to taking place.

Lastly we would be grateful if you could confirm the details for the Community Council
 presentations once these have been finalised.

Best Regards,

Gareth Allison
Senior Planner
(Development Management)

Planning and Sustainable Development
Enterprise, Planning & Infrastructure
Aberdeen City Council
Business Hub 4
Marischal College
Broad Street
Aberdeen
AB10 1AB

Direct Dial: 01224 522275
Mobile: 07919 691744

E-Mail: gallison@aberdeencity.gov.uk

We are always trying to improve the quality of customer service that we provide and would like to know your views
 on the service you have received to help us learn what we need to do better. We would very much appreciate you
 taking a few moments to fill in our short feedback form by clicking on
 http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/customerfeedback and selecting Development Management (Planning Applications
 Team). Many thanks in advance.




